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Alumni associations
begin united drive
While at times they have had their differences,
especially during football season, three of Idaho's
alumni associations will combine their forces to
work toward more funding for higher education.
Cindy Maher, BSU alumni association president,
and Shirley Strom, U-1 president, announced their
plan at a press conference in Boise in late
September.
"It is time for the alumni of the state's universities
and college to speak up about legislative funding for
higher education.
"We are urging every voter to support those run
ning for election who will determine that the insti·
tutions receive appropriate funding for academic
excellence," the two presidents said.
Lewis-Clark State College in Lewiston will also
join the combined effort. Idaho State's alumni asso·
dation had not decided whether to join the effort at
the time of the press conference.
Higher education last summer was hit with a
combination of budget cuts and fee increases. BSU
lost 11 faculty and 7 programs.
"We are urging our alumni across the state to
Three presidents who represented six decades of leadership got together at BSU's Founders'
Dinner to trade
stories with Governor John Evans. From left are presidents Eugene Chaffee, John KeiHr, Gov. Evans, and
·
president John Barnes.
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express their \-iews of financial support for Idaho's
schools and to consider candidates' positions on that
issue before casting their votes," said Maher
"We feel we have the same needs. We can't pull
for one school without pulling for each other,"

o·lct·, �new�-cQf1tests
enliven Homecoming
week Oct. 16-23
Festivity will abound at Boise State University dur
mg the 1982 Homecoming celebration October 1623. Week-long activities, traditional and new, will be
staged to the theme "An Idea Grows . .. Up," in
commemoration of the University's 50th anniversary.
Students, alumni, faculty, staff and friends of BSU are
invited to attend the upcoming events.
The first-ever Bronco Boot Run will kick-off
Homecoming activities Saturday, October 16, at 9
a.m. Runners will cover a 6.2 mile course starting
and ending at the BSU Varsity Center.
The race is sponsored by the Student Union, Nike,
Athlete's Foot and KJOT-FM to benefit the BSU gen
eral scholarship fund. Entry forms are available at the
Student Union and local running stores. There is a S6
entry fee.
Monday, October 18, dancers Helen Walkely and
Chris Swenson from the Bill Evans Dance company
of Seattle will perform in "Solo Duets." The program
is scheduled for 8 p.m. in the Special Events Center
and will feature modem dance, mime and gymnas
tics. Tickets are S1 for BSU students and S2 for the
general public.
The Residence Hall Association will again sponsor
the "Almost Anything Goes" contest Tuesday,
October 19, from 1-4 p.m. on the intramural field.
Competing student teams will pit their skills against
a crazy and unusual obstacle course. Q104 disc
jockey Dave Freeman will serve as the event
commentator.
On Wednesday, October 20, Greek invitational
football, traditionally known as the TKE Toilet Bowl,
will take place at Bronco Stadium. The women's
teams will play at 7:30 p.m. followed by the men's
game at 9 p.m. Teams are c6mposed of students
from resident halls, fraternities, sororities, and
independents.
The Royal Flush Party will be held immediately

sponsored by the Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity and
Miller Beer.
The fifth annual "Great American Talent Show" is
scheduled for Thursday, October 21, at 8 p.m. in the
Special Events Center. BSU students will perform,
with the announcement of Mr. and Ms. BSU to be
made during intermission. The talent winners will
be video-taped and submitted for competition to the
American Collegiate Talent Search. Admission is free
to BSU students, with a S1 charge for general admis
sion. The event is sponsored by ASBSU.
Friday, October 22, a Bronco Street Dance will
replace the formal Homecoming Ball. The BSU
Alumni Association invites everyone to an old
fashioned hoedown from 7-11 p.m. at the Eighth
Street Marketplace. Idaho recording artists the Braun
(Continued on page 6)

Fall enrollment
reaches record high
Boise State University's enrollment climbed to a
new high this fall with 10,543 students signed up
for academic classes. Another 689 registered for
courses in the School ofVocational-Technical
Education.
The new headcount figure is 117 students more
than registered for classes a year ago, a 1.7 percent
increase.
The figures are unofficial until approved by the
State Board of Education at its Oct. 27-29 meeting in

added Strom.

Combined mailing set
for dues, donations
Boise State's annual fund drive and the Alumni
Association's dues campaign has been combined into
one mailing again this year.
The coordinated approach, which was used for
the first time last fall, drew record amounts for both
groups, according to Director of Development Jim
Faucher.
The annual fund mailings for last year gathered
Sl3,994, while the dues campaign earned S l 3,815.
The joint approach is being continued, said
Faucher, to eliminate confusion among donors and
to cut down on mailing expenses.
The appeal, which was mailed to alumni and
friends of the University in early October, included
a brochure explaining BSU's development needs, a
brochure about the BSU Alumni Association, and a
letter signed by BSU Foundation President Fred
Thompson and Alumni Association president Cindy
Maher.
The mailing is being sent earlier than usual so
donors will have plenty of time to make their gift
before the tax year ends in December, Faucher said.
Donations to the annual fund and payment for
alumni dues are tax deductible.
While all graduates of Boise State are members of
the Alumni Association, only those who pay the

Twin Falls.
Boise State's full time equivalent (FfE) enrol

annual dues are entitled to the benefits, which

lment jumped 3.4 percent this fall, with 7,724 stu

recreational facilities, and group insurance.

dents, 253 more than one year ago.
FfE is figured by dividing total credit hours of all
students by a theoretical full-time course load of 15
credits for undergraduates and 12 credits for
graduates.
This fall the freshman class dropped 245 from last
year, while the number of seniors enrolled increased
by 236. The sophomore class jumped by 101 stu
dents, while junior increased by 26.
The biggest enrollment increase was for full-time

after the games in Julia Davis Park. There is no

graduate students. That group jumped from 122 last

charge for either of the events which are being co-

fall to 428 this year, a 250 percent increase.

include library privelages, use of some campus
The annual fund mailing is the third centered
around the 50th anniversary theme. The Golden
Jubilee campaign, Faucher said, is designed to raise
money for endowed scholarships and endowed aca
demic chairs.
Donors, however, can continue to givt: unres
tricted money to the areas they chose.
"Through our direct mailing pieces we have
pointed out the fine academic tradition that began at
Boise Junior College. That tradition has been estab
lished by voluntary support, both in time and money,
of thousands of people ," Faucher said.
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CAMPUS NEWS
Foundation
names trustees
Five directors, as well as board

officers and 22 trustees for the Boise

State University Foundation, Inc.

were elected at the annual founda·
tion meeting Sept. 20.
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poration which maintains and man

ages gifts donated to BSU and pro-
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universicy>s development campaigns.
Current assets of the foundation

were reported to be over S1.4
million.

Foundation trustees elected for
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Robert L. Rice, Bradford P. Shaw, E.L.

Sullivan, Charles H. Wilson, and
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H. Da\id Croft, D.D.S., of Caldwell.
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BSU Faculty

premiere Nov. 1 in a Boise State Uni

versity orchestra concert.

Michael Samball will direct the

concert, which

will

begin at 8: 15

p.m. in the BSU Music Auditorium.

The Oct. 15 Boise State Faculty

General admission will be S3, with

Wallis Bratt anil organist Donald

students admitted for S1. BSU stu

Rachmaninoff, Beethoven, Bach and

free of charge.

dents and personnel will be admitted

Oakes in a program of music by

Bratt describes jubilee as a work of

Messicn.

praise and thanksgiving for the col

The public is invited to attend the

lege's beginnings under "very diffi

recital which will begin at 8:15 p.m.

at the meeting for six-year terms are
). Charles Blanton, William
Bridenbaugh and Tom MacGregor.

Asa M. Ruyle was elected to a four·

year term, and S. Hatch Barrett to a
two-year term.

Officers re-elected by the founda

tion board arc: Fred P. Thompson,

president; Donald M. Day, vice presi
dent; john G. Grant, secreatry; and

Asa M. Ruyle, treasurer.

Famed potter
shows skills
at workshop

in the BSU Music Auditorium. Admis

cult times."

Boise, Idaho 83725. Offices are

citizens admitted for S1. BSU stu

obstacles that would have caused

Building, phone 385-1562.

of charge. Proceeds from the pro

said.

Please send address changes

Department scholarship fund.

God for our existence today, and for

Monthly, will visit Boise State

Schroeder will accompany Bratt in

all who put their time and efforts to

Oct. 14 and 15.

Hervelois, "Vocalise" by

ness is what I have put into juhi/ee, "

will
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Oakes will play "Concerto IV" and

"Lc: Banquet Celeste" by Messien,

by J. W.- Bratt
prem1eres
.

"Train up a child in the way he

should go-" is a Biblical proverb

which to two BSU musicians illus

trates the value of a musical educa
tion passed from father to son.

and BSU associate professor of music

theory, composition and cello, has
followed his father, BSU emeritus

Education School, which restored the

1923 Tangley calliope, will rent the

music machine on a half-day or full
day basis.

Cost for a half-day is a minimum of

S80 and a full day is S95. There is no

charge for the use of the calliope at
BSU functions.

The calliope may not be used for

any political or sales promotion cam

paigns, and may not be taken any

farther than a 50-mile radius of the
Boise city center.

To reserve the calliope for use at

parades, festivals, or other events, call

with an original composition.

Vocational-Technical Education even

Griffith Bratt's Academic Rhapsody

premiered in the Boise State Music

Department's 50th anniversary con-

The workshop, open to the public,

be held in room 150 of the BSU
Liberal Arts Building from 9:30 a.m.4 p.m. both days.
Profiled by ABC Television in

grant from the National Endowment
tor the Arts. He has received 29

music professor C. Griffith Bratt, by

celebrating BSU's 50th anniversary

University to conduct a workshop

tored calliope is now available for

groups.
The BSU Vocational-Technical

·

in a poll conducted by Ceramic

American Craftsman," Soldner has

use by community and nonprofit

Original score

Paul Soldner, acclaimed as one of

the top twelve potters of the world

BS.U now rents
1923 Calliope
Boise State University's newly res

by Sowerby.

J. Wallis Bratt, noted area cellist

2

he said.

Ra<.·hmaninoff. and "Twelve Varia

"The Rhythmic Trumpet" by
Bingham, and "Comes Autumn Time"

Boise, Idaho 83725. Unless otherwise

build this institution. That thankful

"Suite No. I in A Major" by Craix de

"Passacaglia in C Minor" by j.S. Bach.

regarding editorial matter should be

the leaders we've had and have-for

Boise State pianist Gerald

abO\·e. Friends of the university \Vho

sent to Editor, FOCUS, Boise State
University, 1910 University Drive,

"We can indeed be thankful to

gram will go to the BSU Music

judas Maccaheus" by Beethoven.

\\-ish to receive FOCUS can do so by
sending their names and addresses to

many other schools to collapse," he

dents and personnel may attend free

you \\-ish to report such instances,

please send both labels to the address

''I've illustrated its growth despite

sion is S3. with students and senior

"With These Hands: Rebirth of the

also received two Tiffany Foundation

grants and a Craftsman's Fellowship

national and international awards,

and has participated in 245 invita

tional exhibits both in the U.S. and
abroad.

Soldner has been instrumental in

the development of contemporary

"raku" ceramics, which he says

"offers the western culture new

insight into oriental concepts of

beauty."

Soldner has also influuenced the

revival of salt glazing and other

means of decorating pottery and has
produced an innovative line of

ceramic equipment including kilns,

wheels and clay mixers.

Registration for his workshop is

520, which includes the price of a

Rosie Coiner, office coordinator for

lunch Oct. 14. BSU students and

ing courses, at 385-1974.

charge. Pre-registration and registra

personnel will be admitted free of

tion will both be conducted in room

150 of the liberal Arts Building.

BSU ROTC unit
gains status
BSU has received approval to act as
a host institution for the U.S. Army
Reserve Officers Training Corps.
Until now, the BSU ROTC unit has
been an extension of the program at
Idaho State University. Approval for
the program's new status came in
September from the Training and
Doctrine Command of the U.S. Army.
The BSU unit

will now act as host

institution for the ROTC unit at
Northwest Nazarene College in
Nampa.
Because of the new host status,
Dr. Daniel J. Boorstln

Top librarian
schedules talk
at Spec Center
Dr. Daniel J. Boorstin, The librar
ian of Congress since 1975, will visit
Boise State this month as part of the
university's 50th anniversary
celebration.
Boorstin will speak on "The Quest
for History'' at 8 p m., Oct. 14, in the
BSU Special Events Center. The

more scholarships will now be a\'ail
able to students enrolled in ROTC at
Boise State, according to Capt.
Robert Hillan, assistant professor of
Military Science.
With the new status will also come
additional federally funded office
supplies, military equipment, uni
forms, and vehicles to meet transpor
tation needs, Hillan said.
The ROTC program at BSU was
established in July, 1977, and has
grown since then from an enrollment
of 31 students to 87 in 1982 and
about 100 this month, Hillan said.

instructors who had a staff consisting
of one part-time secretary. Now the
be increased with federal funds to 11

office of BSU President John Keiser.

people, Hillan said.

National Museum of History and

Both two and four year ROTC pro
grams are available to·students at BSU
who are enrolled in accredited bac

Technology and as a senior historian

calaureate studies here, Hillan said.

fur the Smithsonian Institution. He
was the Preston and Sterling Morton

sioned as U.S. Army second lieuten
ants and are now serving in Hawaii,

where he taught for 25 years.

the continental U.S., England and

classrooms," Long said.
Other NET project workers are Dr.
Thel Pearson, BSU associate professor
of teacher education,; nutritionist
Nancy Rush; Kay Norris, nutrition
specialist for Boise School District;
Susan Smith, nutrition educator for
the Idaho Dairy Council; Juno Van
Ocker, a Boise school teacher, and
Rick Kearns, a health educator for
the Idaho Department of Education.

versity Campus Store for student
scholarships, according to Alvin
Hooten, the Assistant Vice-President
for Financial Affairs.
" It has always been the university
administration's intent that, once the
bookstore attained financial security
beyond operating expenses, any prof

its would be made available for scho
larships," Hooten said.
The Campus Store has experienced
deficits in the past, and this is the
first year it has been in a position to
offer such a donation, he said.

BSU holidays
Boise State will remain open on
state holidays Columbus Day, Oct. 11
and Veterans Day, Nov.11.
The university will be closed for
the Thanksgiving holiday Nov. 25-28,
and the Christmas holiday Dec. 2326, and the New Year's holiday Dec.
30-Jan.2.

The money was endowed to estab
lish a solid investment base so yearly
awards could be made regardless of
the bookstore's ability to contribute
additional funds. Interest generated
by the investments will provide
money for the annual awards.
Bookstore scholarships will be
unrestricted awards available to all
students in any academic program,
Hooten said.

Europe.

vard University, a Doctorate from

Noting the program's expansion,
Hillan said that during the 1982-83

Yale and a Law Degree from Oxford

academic

University in England.

expected to be commissioned from

He has been a ,;siting professor at

nutrition will be more likely to
include nutrition instruction in their

The BSU Foundation has received a
S25,000 endowment from the Uni

Since ROTC started here, 14 grad

History at the University of Chicago,

an undergraduate degree form Har

"We hope that elementary school
teachers who have been taught about

uating seniors have been commis

Distinguished Service Professor of

A Rhodes Scholar, Boorstin earned

one percent are elementary educa
tion majors.

military science faculty and staff will

by the History Department and the

Boorstin served as director of the

courses at BSU each year, fewer than

Campus Store
establishes
scholarship

ROTC courses at Boise State were

speech is open to the public at no

Before assuming his present post,

Long has found also that of about
40 students who take nutrition

first taught by two military science

charge.
Boorstin's visit is being sponsored

have ever taken a course in nutrition.

year alone, 13 cadets are

BSl and projections for 1983-84

the University of Rome, Kyoto Uni

show that about 21 cadets

versity in Japan, the t.:nivesity of

commissioned then.

will be

Puerto Rico and the Sorbonne in
Paris, among other schools.
Boorstin is an editor and author
whose publications include the
award-winning trilogy:

1be Ameri
cans; 1be Colonial Experience
( 1958), 1be Americans: 1be
National Experience ( 1965) and 1be
Americans: 1be Democratic E.�
rience ( 1973), which won the
Pulitzer Prize for history.

Professor gets
$10,000 grant
A grant of S 10,000 to develop
nutrition education curriculum
materials for Idaho elementary
school teachers has been awarded to
Elaine M. Long, Boise State University

Fund grows

associate professor of community and
environmental health.
The grant from the Idaho State

by $10,000

Department of Education is funded
through the Nutrition Education and

The Boise State Universiy Founda
tion has received S10,000 from the
estate of the late Muriel S. Whitehead
of Boise.
The interest income from the
funds managed by the Foundation

Fundsy chairman Wanek Stein presents check for $325,000 to president John
Keiser.

Morrison Center
receives gift
from Fundsy
Boise State University has received

Training Program (NET).

a donation of S325,000 from Fundsy,

The project's goal is to make
current nutrition information readily

that holds a biennial auction to raise

available to elementary education
instructors, Long said.
Long, a registered dietician, has

Inc., a Boise volunteer organization
funds for building projects in Boise.
The money, which

was raised

through the sale of 300 items at the
Fundsy auction last May, will be used

will provide scholarships to Boise

participated in previous nutrition

State University students in accor

projects at BSU, including workshops

to purchase rigging, lights, and other

dance with the terms of Mrs. White

for teachers and a statewide NET
needs assessment project conducted

for the Performing Arts which is

head's will.
Mrs. Whitehead's daughter, Beth
(Whitehead) Nolan of Boise,

was a

member of the first Boise Junior col
lege graduating class in 1934.

in 1979 with BSU School of Educa
tion teachers Dr. Clair Bowman and
Dr. Judy French.
Results of that survey showed that
only 29 percent of Idaho teachers

equipment for the Morrison Center
under construction on the BSU
campus.
Those items were not included in
the original cost of the building, and
were necessary before it could open,

-,aid BSU president John Keiser.
Fundsy '82 chairman Wanek Stein
said the organization had raised S1. 5
million since it began in 1967, and
has helped fund projects for the
YMCA, Booth Memorial Home,
Mountain States Tumor Institute,
Easter Seal Society, Cascade 4-H
Camp, the Elk's Rehabilitation Cen
ter, and others.
Fundsy helped begin the fund
raising drive for the Morrison Center
through its 1976 auction.
Construction on the Morrison
Center began last October. The
building is scheduled for completion
by the end of next year. It will
include a 2,000 seat performing hall
as well as classrooms, studios, and
offices for the BSU departments of
theatre

arts and music.

The building is funded from 152.5
million in state appropriations and

no million from private donations.
3

Bulletin Board

BSU professor
participates in
national study
David Johnson, BSU Social Work
research director, has been selected
by the Urban Institute of Washington,
D.C., to participate in a national study
of private., non-profit organizations.
The three-year-long project,
launched this year, will assess the fis
cal health of non-profit agencies in
light of the Reagan administration's
economic recovery plan.
Research will be conducted on the
national level and at 15 target sites
across the nation, including Ada
County in Idaho.
"We will try to identify all private,
non-profit organizations in Ada

HIGH TECHNOLOGY IMPACT

VISITORS CENTER

COLD-DRILL

Boise State University will conduct a two-day
conference Ocl11-12 on "High Technology: The
Impact of the 80s on Business, Industry and
Vocational-Technical Education."
The public is Invited to attend the conference in

The BSU Visitors Center at 2274 University Drive
will be open Wednesdays from 5·7 p.m. during
October when counselors will be on hand to
answer questions about admissions, registration,
financial aid and other concerns of those who are
considering attending the university.

The Boise State University English Department's
literary magazine cold-drill will be highlighted In
the October Issue of the School Press Review.
Lynn Dougherty, art director for the Review,
which Is the magazine of the Columbia Scholastic
Preas Association, will feature the 1982 edition of
cold-drill because of its unusual packaging. Adver
tised as "a magazine ahead of is
t time," the latest
cold-drill is boxed as vintage wine labeled "a
magnum of premium quality," while the 1981 edi

the BSU Special Events Center free of charge.
Sponsored by the university's School of
Vocational-Technical Education, the conference
program Includes addresses and panel discus
sions from area leaders In business. industry, and
state and university vocational-technical
educators.
The conference will open with an address by
Larry Teply, vice president of Idaho Power Com
pany, Monday, Oct 11 at 8:30 a.m.
Dr. Dan Dunham, assistant director for the
National Center for Research In Vocational Educa
·

tion, will address the conference Monday at a
noon luncheon In the BSU Student Union Lookout
Room.
Tuesday at 8 a.m. Dr. Larry Selland, admlnistra·
tor of the Idaho State Board of Vocational·
Education, and Lee Knack, vice president of Indus
trial relations for Morrison-Knudsen Co., Inc., will
discuss "Economic Demands and a Productive
Work Force."

County, which includes social servi
ces, health, art and culture," Johnson
said.
Social work students or recent
graduates will help collect data and
county officials will be consulted, he
said. The survey will focus on the
services offered by non-profit agen
cies, funding sources and the effects
on the agencies of massive federal
budget cuts.
Results of the Ada County survey
will help local agencies plan and
make decisions about the services
they offer, Johnson said.
On the national level, results will
be used to help non-profit agencies
understand and cope with economic
polk-y cha�. provide fttdhadc to
the gon:rnment on the results of its
economic actions and increase pub
lic awareness of non-profit agencies
and the role of philanthropy.
The project, titled "The Non-Profit
Sector in an Era of Governmental
Retrem:hment," is headed by Dr. Les
ter Salamon. director of the Urban
-

Institute's Center for Public Man
agement and Economic Development
Research.
"Recc:nt federal budget cutbacks
and policy changes pose a significant
challenge to the strength and viability
of the non-profit sector of national
life," Salamon said in a prospectus on
the project.
Such changes, he said, could
increase the demand for services,
reduce revenues non-profit agencies
receive from public sources and limit
the growth in revenue they receive
from private giving.
In a preliminary report on the pro
ject, Salamon and Alan Abramsom
concluded that hospitals, universities,
social service agencies and other
non-profit organizations stand to lose

133 billion in federal support
between now and 199S because of
federal budget cuts.
Those losses, they said, are part
the S 1 1S billion reduction in federal
spending in fields where non-profit
organizations are active. The loss of
funds will increase the need for non
profit services as people previously
aided by federal programs tum to
non-profit agencies for help. Salamon
and Abramson said.
The Urban Institute is a private,
non-profit research orgnanization
that examines social and economic
problems of the nation's commuities.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL PAPERS
"Cultural Resources of the Lower salmon River"
is one of 18 scientific papers that will be discussed
at the Idaho Archaeological Society's 10th annual
conference Oct 16 at Boise State University.
The conference runs from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
In room 106 of the Uberal Arts Building. Admission
Is $4 for the general public and$2 for students and
senior citizens.
Speakers and their topics include Dr. Max
Paveslc, chairman of the BSU Sociology Depart
ment, and William P. Stathan of the Idaho Histori
cal Society, "Incised Stone Tablets from Coeur
d'Alene Lake";
David Sisson of the Bureau of Land Manage
ment, Cottonwood, "Cultural Resources of the
Lower Salmon River"; Priscilla Wegars of the Uni·
varsity of Idaho. "Comprehending the Inscrutable:
Unusual Artifacts of Chinese Manufacture";
Mitzi Rossllllon of the Salmon National Forest
office, "Making Charcoal in Historic Leesburg
Basin"; and Richard R. Harriso!l of the Bureau of
Unci� 1kllrie 'nloUgtlt8 on ,__
Archaic Settlement Patterns in Southcentral
Idaho."

NEW TECHNOLOGY IN HEALTH CARE
"New Technology in Health Care" will be the
topic of the second In a series of public service
conferences sponsored by the Boise State Univer
sity School of Health Sciences and the University/
Commumty Health Sciences Association Oct
28-29.
Nursing educator Dr. Barbara Fuszard will direct
the session and will keynote the conference with a
free public lecture on the future uses of technol
ogy In health care Thuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
BSU Student Union Ballroom.
Fuszard, a professor of nursing at Idaho State
University, has been involved in a number of
health and nursing care research projects and has
spoken to many organizations on such topics as
future technology, legal aspects of health care,
and bioethics.
She received her R.N. diploma from St Francis
Hospital School of Nursing in Wichita.Kansas, and
both her M.A and Ph.D. degrees from the Univer
sity of Iowa. where she was a research fellow from
1970-73.
Conference health care seminars will begin at
8:30 a.m. Thursday in the BSU Student Union
Building with a lecture on "Influence on the Roles
of Providers of Health Care."
At 2:30 p.m. Thursday, Fuszard will lead a
seminar discussion of selected ethical issues In
Increased use of health care technology.
Friday, Oct 29, Fuszard will direct seminars on
keeping current with rapid changes ntechnology
at 8:40 a.m. and technological implications for
i

basic and continuing health education of the
future beginning at 2 p.m.

The Boise State University Admissions Counsel
Ing Center will conduct a re-entry program for
women Oct 25-26.
The program, for which reservations are neces
sary, will be held at 7 p.m. both evenings in the
multi-purpoae room of the BSU Pavilion.
It will Include counseling on time management,
personal adjustment to college, family adjustment,
financial aid, admissions and registration, career
selection and academic advising.

ART EXHIBITS
Judy Cooke, Judy Lombardi and Ann Clarke,
three women artists who will exhibit their work In
the BSU Museum of Art Oct. 8-29 are all BSU
alumni.
The annual Boise State Art Department faculty
exhibit will be displayed In the gallery Nov. 5-23.
The Museum of Art on the first ftoor of the BSU
Liberal Arts Building Is open weekdays from 9
a.m.-5 p.m. There Is no charge for admission.

tion was wrapped like a box

of fine chocolates.

PEOPLE AND POUTICS IN

OCT.

"People and Politics." a new "brown bag" lunch
aeries that brings political figures and goyernment
officials on campus for discussions, will continue
with the visits of attorney general candidate Jim
Jones Oct 19 and Congressional candidate Larry
LaRocco Ocl 26
Both meetings will begin at noon in the SUB
Senate Chambers. There is no charge. Both can
didates will deliver a short speech and then will be
available for questions.
The aeries, which Ia co-sponsored by the Presl·
dent's Office, School of Arts & Sciences, and

ASBSU, will

be held on selected Tuesdays
throughout the semester.

CARING FOR THE ELDERLY

Solos/Duets. a dance concert scheduled Oct.
18 at Boise State University, will feature Seattle
peformers and choreographers Christian Swenson
and Helen Walkley.
Their program will begin at 8 p.m. in the BSU
Special Events Center. Tickets. available at the
Union Station In the Student Union Building, are$2
for the general public and$1 for BSU students and

"Caring for the Elderly In the Acute Care Set
ting," the second In a series of health-care work·
shops sponsored by the BSU nursing department,
is scheduled from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., Ocl18,1n
the McCleary Auditorium at Sl Alphonsus
Regional Medical Center.
The workshop will provide general information
about the response of the elderly to the hospital
environment. The specific focus will be on how the
normal physiologic changes in aging may affect

staff.
Their concert will include dances of humor and
social setlre.

responses to prescribed drug and diet therapy.
Throughout the workshop, strategies for nursing
intervention will be discussed.

SOLOS/DUETS

Swenson blends theatre with mime and dance,
while Walkley's choreographic style shows her
former 11 years of gymnastic and track
compelllo
l n.
Both have danced in numerous performances
and workshops and recently appeared in Folksong
for a Nuclear Village with Louise Durkee/Dance
Connection and Conversations Both Public and
Privata with Danceworks Northwest
NURSING EDUCATION
Three workshops to train health care profes
sionals to communicate more effectively will be
offered this fall and winter by the Boise State Uni
versity continuing nursing education program.
Dr. Charlotte B. Gale, former chairman of the
BSU Nursing Department and director of bacca·
laureate nursing at BSU, will teach the classes.
"Effective Written Communication for Health
Professionals" will run Wednesday evenings
through Nov. 10 from 6-8 p.m. in room 163 of the
BSU Science-Education Building.
That course will introduce participants to prob·
lems with their writing and remedies for those
problems, and will teach them to write job-related
Information using narrative and other writing
methods.
The second in the workshop series will stress
evaluation techniques used by health educators
and will run Wednesday evenings from 6·9 p.m.
Feb. 2·23. Participants will learn to evaluate teat·
questions and design tests, an:! will study testing
techniques, as well as the problem of evaluating
studants.
March 2-April13, Instructors in the third work·
shop will teach participants how to write for jour
nals In their fields.
The registration fee for each of the workshops Is
$35,$5 for students. For Information about regis
tering for the claiMS, contact the BSU Continuing
Nursing Education office, 11110 University Drive,
Boiae 83725, telephone 385-1195.

BOISE STATERS IN BLT PRODUCTION
A BSU graduate, three students and a staff mem·
ber are all working on the upcoming 25th anniver
ssry Boise Little Theatre production of Trbute by
Bernard Slade, known -lila author at Romantic
Comedy and Same Time Next Year.
Tribute will play Ocl15·16 and 19-24. Curtain
time is 8:15 p.m. each evening, and students will
be admitted for $2 to the Oct 19 performance. The
theatre box office opens Oct 11 at 342-5104.
Theatre arts senior David Painter stars in the
i

comedy as Jud Templeton. a part taken by Jack
Lemmon In the Broadway and film versions of the
show.
Registrar's office employee Pam Abas directs
the production, which she describes as being
about "the archetypical 20th century joker
everyone's friend, nobody's hero."
Ginger Scott, a BSU theatre arts graduate, Is
cast as Hillary; former drama major Nan Harms will
play Maggie, and senior Nancy Lee will take the
role of sally Haines.
The silver anniversary production will Include
pre-show loby entertainment an exhibit of BLT
costumes and a champagne reception after each
performance.

KAID-JOHHSON
KAID·TV, the public television station tor Idaho
and eastern Oregon at BSU announced this month
that Mark Johnson will rejoin ita public aflairs staff
as host, editor and contributing producer for Idaho
Reports, a stat-Ide nightly halt-hour public affairs
program besed on the successful Reporters format
he was lnltrumental In establishing at Channel 4 In
1978.
Jean McNeil, currently host and producer for the

Reporters. will be promoted to executive producer
for Idaho Reports.

TAIWANESE UNIVERSITY OFFICIAL
BRONCO BOOT RUN
Kick up your heels and enter a scenic fall run
commemorating BSU's 50th anniversary.
The Bronco Boot Run to benefit the general BSU
scholarship fund Is set for saturday, Ocl 16,
beginning at 9 a.m. at the Boise State Varsity Cen
ter in Bronco Stadium parking lol
The mostly flat run will cover a 1 0,000 meters
(6.2 mile) course, finishing back at the Varsity
Center.
The Boot Run is sponsored by the BSU Student
Union, NIKE, The Athlete's Foot and KJOT-FM
105. Prizes will be awarded to first place male and
female runners, and the top three finishers in each
of nine age groups: 14-under. 15-19. 20-24.25-29.
30-34. 35-39, 40-44, 45-49, 50 and over.
Entry forms may be obtained at the sponsors'
offices, and should be sent before midnight Oct. 13
with a$6 registration fee to race director Dennis
Freeburn, Student Activities Offfce.Boise State
University, Boise 83725. After Oct. 13, registration
will be$6.
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ADMISSIONS COUNSEUNG FOR WOMEN

A Taiwanese university official is spending a
month at Boise State University thls fall to study
how schools of higher education in the United
States are run.
Dr. Louis Ron-Yaw Chow, dean of academic
affairs at Tamkang University in Taiwan, will be at
BSU until Oct 24 as a participant in the Interna
tional Counci on Education for Teaching (ICET)
administrative Intern program.
BSU Is Chow's first stop on a five-month tour of
American universities. During his stay in the United
States, Chow will visit Mississippi State University,
Ohio University and Purdue University at Calumet,
as well as BSU.
Chow will study registration methods, curricu
lum management, faculty sslary and promotion,
continuing education. budgeting and research pro·
jects during his Internship.
"He has been dean of academic affairs for four
years and Is looking for new ways to handle
things," said Dr. Nan Sussman, director of interns·
tlonal training for the ICET in Washington, D.C.

CORRECTIONS
On the cover of the August issue. FOCUS listed
the teaching options In German and Spanish as
programs that were eliminated during the budget
cuts. Students can no longer receive degrees in
German and Spanish, but they can become

certi·

fied to teach those two languages because
enough courses remain to offer a teaching minor.
A story on page 3 stated that "Boise State stu·
dents planning to graduate under requirements
listed In the 1982-83 and future BSU catalogs must
now pass a competency examination in written
English."
That sentence Is Incorrect, and should have
stated that the competency tests are required for
all students under the 1981·62 and future catalogs.

PERSPECTIVE=====
Managing In A Bear Market
John H. Keiser, President
Boise State University
The public sector and higher education as part of it has been in trouble since
the 1% Initiative in 1978, a measure which I believe a majority of campus-folk
supported. Run away inflation complicated by a recession has led to budget cuts
and holdbacks, often more than one a year throughout the United States-and
Idaho has not escaped. As general fund monies have been transferred in larger
amounts to the public schools to replace decreasing property tax support,
higher education has operated under conditions of financial emergency for two
years in this state.
One response is to increase revenue. We have raised student fees dramatically
in the last four years. They may have to be pushed even higher. We have greatly
expanded our private fund-raising activities, but it is only a beginning and
greater, more successful efforts must be made. And taxes could be increased,
particularly the sales tax, and more equitable and efficient collection of other
taxes could be pursued. These things require leadership, team work, and true
commitment from many persons. We must wait and see.
A second response, equally important, is to carefully manage our reductions to
take maximum advantage of the strengths the institution possesses. This requires
a high order of understanding of and support for the institution and of education
as well as an unusual ability to live with ambiguity. So far, Boise State University
has managed to do these things as well or better than most of the countless
institutions facing similar problems. This does not mean anyone is happy with
the situation.
We do not know if, when, or at what levels a further holdback may occur as a
result of revenue shortfall, or failure to provide for sufficient additional revenue.
The fact that this is an election year means information is likely to be clarified
either after the November elections or in January when the Legislature meets.
Some assumptions which I hold as a result of four years of requests for budget
reduction studies at various levels may be helpful.
First, it is clear by any available data that the balance between the general
categories of instruction and support at this institution is approximately correct.
While both are funded at barely adequate levels, the relationship is about right.
Constituent senates representing faculty, staff, or exempt personnel should work
with the appropriate vice-president on their portion of the institutional
budget as they contemplate recommendations on what should be done if an
additional holdback occurs. At some time these groups should interact to
determine if their contemplated recommendations are coming at one another's
expense, or destroying the balance. Regardless of the process of interaction and
recommendation, there will be an inevitable feeling among those whose sugges
tions were heard but not acted on that there was no c_hance for participation. I

Oxford
letter
By Karl Knepp

Quickly and without ceremony the interview
began, as Exeter Coll�e had a large number of can

didates to interview and a limited amount of time in
which to conduct them.
"What do you think is the dramatic function of
Ariel in Tbe Tempest?" the interviewer's question
went. Frozen with fear, confused, and incriminat
ingly nervous, the startled candidate blurted his
name and, after a brid pause exclaimed, "I'm inter
viewing for a place in geography." The interviewer's
retort, however, was nothing short of abrupt: "Just
answer the question, please."
Interviewing for a place at Oxford is, no doubt,
not the most pleasant of experiences, but when
you're 17 or 18 and have just suffered through all
the rigors of two years at sixth form-college, A-levels,
Oxbridge exams and applications, it is just one more
step you have to take toward acceptance at this the
most prestigious (Along with Cambridge, of course)
of English universities.
On those dreary December days, shortly after
Michaelmas term has ended, you see the candidates
come and go-fresh-faced, eager, and nearly always
slightly apprehensive. Roughly one in four will win a
place at one of Oxford's 28 undergraduate colleges
to study for the next three or four years, depending
on the discipline he or she chooses.
Yet, statistics are deceiving, if one considers for a
moment what th.e student must accomplish simply
to get an interview at Oxford or Cambridge. Great
Britain's public education system is, to say the least,
vastly different from that of the United States. A stu
dent of 15 in England is required to make decisions
concerning his future that a youth of the same age in

can, however, assure you that every element in the budget has been carefully
considered in the past four � and will continue to be.
Second, the consequences of simple solutions should be carefully thought
through. Closing the institution for a week might save S350,000 this year, for
example, but unless the Legislature restored those funds, that could result in a
permanent reduction in salary. Given the importance of salaries in our budget

priorities in the last several years, I doubt that I could recommend that to the
State Board. Hence, programmatic approaches are prderred, with the goal of
preserving-or even establishing-reasonable quality in those which are funded.
Third, each of the schools has a set of goals or a focus-accreditation at the
MBA level in the School of Business-which should be clearly understood and
will be protected. Similarly, the contention that maximum opportunity for stu
dents is a primary goal must be judged in terms of such diverse factors as ability
to pay, program carrying capacity, program quality, efficiency, and availability.
None of these are completely self-evident, but they have been part of regular
deliberations over the past four years. The reality is that the cost study and the
equity study based on it have prevented cutbacks here from being as severe as
they might have been. Any sharp drop in student/faculty ratio at this time could
be expected to have the opposite effect. Hence·, we will continue to protect our
part-time budget, funded partially by one year carry forward funds rather than
from the base budget.
Fourth, if the public provides a S25,000,000 budget instead of a S27,000,000
budget they have a right to expect a S25,000,000 of service. They will accept
nothing less. The fact that Boise State University has routinely provided the grea
test service for dollar expended is not really an argument for reducing our efforts
more than others for that, I am convinced, would be self-defeating as well as
totally out of character.
Finally, some effort to understand the relative worth of activities and programs
other than our own to the overall enterprise must be made. Each school, for
example, is important, and some are less well-funded than others. Buildings and
grounds must be maintained, and bond revenue debt paid off. Administration of
many sorts is necessary, and faculty are overburdened. It does little good to have
computer scientists without computers, and equipment may, occasionally, take
priority over positions. Intercollegiate athletics, cut more deeply than other
areas, has always had a place on campus and will continue to do so. There is a
line, primarily judgmental, below which quality should not be allowed to drop.
Opinions on where the line should be drawn may vary on how severely one's
own security is threatened.
Our future, much like our past, rests in making the most of what we have,
working closely with the broader community to maximize what we have, and
creating as much freedom as possible on campus to utilize the best ideas, the
initiatives, and the commitments, of those of us dedicated to helping this institu
tion realize its potential in the coming years. Our tradition, highlighted by the
50th anniversary, and our location remain as tremendous relative advantages.
True collegiality will be required to exploit them in the best possible ways.
·

America hasn't probably even begun to consider.
At 15, a British teenager is making fioa1 prepara
tions for what will constitute his first crucial set of
exams, called 0-levels (for Ordinary-levels), to be
taken at age 16. Virtually all British students who
have been educated in comprehensive schools (so
called �cause they accommodate all levels of ability)
will take either 0-levels or CSE (Certificate of
Secondary Education) exams at this age. But for the
student who is seriously considering'continuing his
education beyond this point, 0-levels are essential.
0-levels are normally taken in anywhere from four
to twelve subjects, and can span a wide variety of
subjects, ranging from German to English Literature
to Physics. Administered by regional university-based
testing groups (London students' 0-levels are graded
by University of London faculty, for example), the
exams are graded on an A,B,C (pass) D,E,F,U (fail)
basis. The result of these exams will determine
whether or not a student goes on to pursue addi
tional schooling.
At this point, however, the situation becomes
somewhat more complicated, as the student must
narrow down the number of subjects that he wants
to prepare for A-levels (for Advanced-levels), the
exams he wtll t�e at age 18 after two years at a
sixth-form college (roughly the equivalent of an
American senior high school). Most students who go
on to do A-lev.els will normally take them in three
disciplines, more often than not interrelated; the
student with a keen interest in English Literature
might choose to do additional A-levels in History and
French, while the student with a predilection
towards math might take A-levels in chemisty and
physics.
Regardless, the outcome of A-levels is of vast
import.ance in determining the academic future of a
British youth in higher education. And indeed, the
exams are taken quite seriously. The two years a
student puts in at sixth-form college must prepare
him for a battery of exams which try even the most
assiduous of young scholars: for each A-level subject
a student prepares , he will be tested by (normally)
three three-hour examinations. Thus, the student
who aspires to take three A-levels faces approxi
mately 27 hours of testing.
As important as A-levels may be in determining

whether or not one gets into a university (entrance

into all British universities is rather difficult, given

the high ratio of students to the low number of insti

tutions), those few who do well enough to apply for
a place at Oxford or Cambridge must still submit to
Oxbridge exams, to be taken in November of the
year preceding entrance in one of the universities.
A-level results are often a good indicator of possi
ble university success, and usually only those who
receive A or B marks on these exams (a very small
percentage, it might be said) even bother to apply to
Oxford or Cambridge.
Still, they cannot stand alone as the sole barome
ter of future academic success, or so the Oxbridge
exams would imply. Similiar in structure t two or
three three-hour exams) to A-levels, Oxbridge
differs in that it tests not only specific acadeniic apti
tudes but also general knowledge. On a general
paper, for instance, a candidate might find essay
questions such as "Silence is golden. Discuss" or
"What is the purpose of a zoo nowadays?"
In early December, the candidate learns whether
or not he will be called to Oxford (or Cambridge, if
he has applied there) for an interview. And it is
then (or shortly thereafter) that admissions deci
sions will be made.
Clearly, the interviews are the culmination of a
process that may have begun perhaps some four or
five years bdore, back when the student had to
decide what subjects he wanted to study fo_r 0levels:· But it is a pyrmidal process, and if a student is
so fortunate to get a place at an Oxford college, be
will find himself pursuing only one discipline
throughout his university tenure.
It is, without a doubt, the most arduous of pro
cesses, difficult enough to sway some critics of the
system into claiming that an actual Oxford education
is anti-climatic to its preparation. No one, though,
would dispute the fact that successful candidates to
Oxford didn't deserve to be there. Certainly not after
that sort of application process.
•

"The Unl\'etS!tin and Collqcs Council for Admissions (UCCA) 5llpu
latcs that uniw:nlty applicants can only apply to Oxford or Cambridge. but
not both.

Karl Knapp is a Rhodes Scholar and 1981 graduate
of BSU currently working on a second B.A. in
English at Oxford.
;
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Mail campaign starts
to explain dues
A direct mail campaign is currently underway to

inform BSU alumni about the dues system that is

sponsored by the Alumni Association.

Three years ago the Association began the dues

system as a means to raise money for the projects it
sponsors. Since th�n it has grown steadily with 652

paid members this year.

The direct mail appeal, which will be combined

with the University's annual fund drive, is designed

to en<:ourage new dues-paying members and current
members to renew for 1983.
For the annual dues of S 15 single or S25 per cou

ple, members will receive several benefits, including

reduced rates for group insurance, travel discounts,
nasinm, library, games room, personal invitations to

all alumni social functions, and priority choice for

season football tickets.

Homecoming

•

use of the BSU swimming pool, weight room, gym

Schedule of Events

Members will receive an alumni card with an

calendar year beginning january 1, 1983. Payments

can be pro rated.

There is also a �-pecial "Century Club" category for

alumni who donate S 100 or more to the Association.
The dues are the Alumni Association's primary

source of income. They are used to support numer

such as reunions, the Academic Awards Banquet,

programs.

Students who graduate are automatically included

in the Alumni Association and are eligible to become
dues-paytng members. Students who have attended

In the event of unfavorable weather, the dance

Saturday, Oct. 16
Bronco Boot Run...road race begins at 9

Monday, Oct. 18
Solo Duets...dance concert. 8 p.m., Special
Events Center

those who did not attend BSU, hut want to become
active in the Alumni Association.

Almost Anything Goes ...fun and games, 1 p.m.,
intramural field

Stadium

Friday, Oct. 22
Bronco Street Dance ...? -11 p.m., Eighth Street

·

Drive, Boise. ID 8372S.

Bronco fans are encouraged to park their vehicles in

the stadium parking lot, then walk across the

Broadway Bridge to the east end of the park for a
pre-game celebration that will include complimen
Cola, coffee and 50 cent quarter pound hot dogs.
The birthday/tailgate party is spomored by the
BSU Alumni Association, Coors, KBOI, Falls Brand

Meats, 7-Up, RC Cola, and Golden Valley Apple
Cider.

In the final event, the BSU Broncos will host the

Weber State Wildcats at 7 p.m. in Bronco Stadium

Saturday, Oct. 23
World's

First, BSU will hold the 'World's Largest Birthday/

tary Coors beer, hot spiced apple cider, 7-Up, RC

Talent Show...? p.m., Special Events Center

Market Place
The BSlJ Alumni Office is continuing its search for
"lost BJC, BC. BSC and BSU graduates. FOCUS read
ers who have names and addresses of their class
mates can send that information to 1910 University

with two major evening events.

Tailgate Party" from 5-7 p.m. in Julia Davis Park.

Wednesday, Oct. 20
Greek Invitation al Football, 7:30, Bronco

Lost alumni search continues

discount coupons to BSU students, alumni, faculty
Festivities will culminate Saturday, October 23,

Thursday, Oct. 21

Then: is also an "Honorary Alum" category for

Eighth Street Marketplace merchants will help to

celebrate Homecoming Week by offering special
and staff.

Tuesday, Oct. 19

BSU f(>r two �emesters or more can become

members upon n:quest.

will be moved to a third floor warehouse in the

marketplace.

a.m., Varsity Center

ous programs which involve alumni and benefit BSU,
socials, Regional Alumni meetings, an many other

Brothers will provide country western music.

Admission is free, and no-host beverages will be
available.

annual sticker designating them as paid, alumni win

dow decal and a list of benefits. Dues are based on a

(Continued from page1)

Largest Birthday/Tailgate Party ...5

p.m., Julia Davis Park
Footbaii...BSU vs. Weber, 7 p.m., Bronco
Stadium

for the Homecoming football game. Half time enter
tainment will be provided by the Capital High

School Marching Band and Drill Team. Recognition
of Mr. and Ms. BSU and presentation of the Distin

guished Friend of BSU award will also be made dur

ing half time.
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PROMOTIONS

Randy D. Gerd" (BA, 70) recently graduated
summa cum laude from Anzona State with a mas
ter's degree 1n communication. He is currently the
director of training for Wilson Learning of Arizona
with Richard E. Daughton Associates in Scotts
dale, Ariz.
Robyn Walker is studying for her master's

degree In business and communications at Ari
zona State University. She has been employed as
a reporter for UOIIed Press International in Boise.
Wendy French (Education,

'82) has been named

special education teacher for Cochise and Ash
Creek grade schools. Cochise County, Ariz.
O.borah Sllvar-Hayes (Accounting) has joined

the faculty of the College of Southern Idaho as a
part-time accounting instructor.
Stephen Sosnowski, former tackle at BSU, has
been hired as the new head football coach at Firth
High School.

Ardene Mcinelly (BS. Physical Educ '82) has
been hired by the Firth School District.
.•

Orin M. Robinson (BJC, '56), chairman of the
board and president of First Bank of Troy, has
been promoted by Idaho Bank and Trust Co. to
senior vice president and branch administrator.
C.rol llflldahaw (BS, Physical Educ.) is teaching
P.E. and coaching girls' basketball at Mlnico High
School.

Dutlln (BA) has been hired by the Min
idoka County School District as a first grade
Nancy

teacher at Memorial School.

6

Jayne Partler (BA, Education) is teaching
second grade at Heyburn School.

been accepted into the Famous Art Academy in
San Francisco, Calif,

Katie E. Rood ('80, Radiologic Sciences) is .
employed at St Benedict's and McKay Dee hospi
tals In Ogden and is a faculty member at Weber
State College.

C.rol Frazier (75, BS, Marketing) is employed as
a ticket agent for American Airlines at the Dallas/ Ft Worth International Airport. She is currently
appearing in a national television commercial and
newspaper and magazine ads for American
Airlines.

John R. Snyder (MA. Business Administration)
has been appointed to manage assigned projects
for J-U-8 Engineers, Inc. in Boise.
Louis Anthony Grasso, Ill ('78) received his Doc·

tor of Chiropractic on Aug. 28 from Logan College
of Chiropractic, St. Louis, Missouri. He intends to
practice In Miami, Florida.
Robert L. Stamer ('70, Sec. Educ) has joined a
school teacher exchange program to Kauai,
Hawaii, for a year. He is teaching at Kapaa High
School

Lynne Baguhl Ekstrom f73) graduated from the
University of Oregon with a master's degree in
education. While at Boise State, she received
recognition as the 'Outstanding Student Educator'
in 1973. She is starting her 10th year of teaching in
Bend. Ore.
Wm. J. "Bill" JoiiMOn ('50, Music) is a teacher
in the Kemmerer, Wyoming school district, after
teaching several years in Idaho and Washington.
His wife, Shirley (Kerwin) Johnston ('49) wortled
ten years at Washington State University in
Pullman.

w..y Lee ('81, Accounting) was recently
appointed as an Internal Auditor for Citizens
Nal1onal Bank here in Boise.

Diane Jeftlllne (Art/ Advertising Design) has

Nell Colby Is presently employed by the Alaska
Commercial Co. in Kotzebue, Alaska, as an assis
tant manager for one of their 15 department stores
In Alaska.

Charlene V. Allen is now employed by lnter
mourit.ln a.. Co. In Twin Falls.
Alicia

Anderson is teaching 6th grade at Ethel

Boy!IS elementary school in Idaho Falls.

C.rol L C.ba has accepted a first grade teach
Ing job at Middleton elementary school.
Kenny Caaon has recently accepted an asso
ciate engineer position at Lockheed Missiles &
Space Co. In their Space Systems Division in
California.
VIcki C. David Is presently wortling for Kay
Guthrie and Associates as assistant art director.
Andy Dnllet is working as a Programmer Ana
lyst for the State of Idaho.
Greg Dlckinaon is wortling at St Alphonsus

Hospital.
Cheryl Ooty Is employed by Or. L Shelton In the
Boise Periodontics Office as a dental assistant

Rodger D. Bat" Is currently managing the

Gonion M. DreM Is working with the Bureau of
Land Management as a survey technician.

Kodiak Dairy Queen in Kodiak, Alaska. His wife,
Connie (Taylor) Bat
.., is substitute teaching in
Kodiak.

TheraN Frel is employed as an AN at St Luke's
Hospital In Boise.

Dave Bean is employed at the Idaho Power
Company general office in Boise as an accountant
in the plant accounting department

Boise.

Anna M.

Bennett is currently self-semployed as

a CPA In Boise.
Doug Bennett is working as a geologist for

Freeport Exploration in Denver, Colo.

Scott Bethel is now working for Micron·Tech
nology in Boise.

Dennie K. 8lehop Is attending graduate school
In bacteriology at Washington State University.

Lora Grllllth is employed at St Luke's Hospital in
Daniel Gualtieri Is wortling for Old National Bank
In Spokane, Wash., as a loan examiner.
catherine Hart is the News Director with KBNY

FM 97 in Nampa.

Thomas K. Hawks Is working on a large farm as
a maintenance farm mechanic in Nampa.
Pamela K.

JohMOn Is working for St. Luke's

Hospital in Boise.

Sugar and spice?
Spulnik recalls BSU years
one remaining. His schedule then included teaching
nurses from St. Luke's and St. Alphonsus hospitals, as
One BSU Homecoming magazine recalls that

tell them what to do. You ask them to do it in such a

"naturally centered around chemical warfare." Sput

way that they'll do it for you. And you let them tell

nik himself remembers that he was then continually

you if they think you're wrong," he said.

groups concerned about gas warfare.
In his first years in the Administration Building, he
taught from one large and one small lab and a stock

"During the early days---the 40's and 50's---the
amount of money we got to run the junior college

called Old Science.
Sputnik likes to visit BSU, where his portrait by

S1, 750 the first year, and salaries stayed low. I had

John Killmaster smiles in the School of Arts and
Sciences conference room dedicated to him.

schools. I could have gone back to New York once

est place to park? The visitor places are all filled up.
It's a shame," he said.
In this BSU 50th Anniversary month, Sputnik
recalls that he was in charge of the college's Silver
Anniversary celebration in 1957, which culminated
·

at five times the salary."
"But teaching isn't just the salary. It's what you try
to do. You�ve got to interest the students. You can't
be serious for 50 minutes. It is good if you can dis
perse some levity---something to get their attention,"
he said.
"I think I'd still teach the same way. It's all

in the BSU Liberal Arts Building as a showcase for
student and faculty work.

ble talk or make fun of something scientific."
"One of my old chemistry teachers used to have

"I wasn't only interested in the college academi
cally, though, since I'm a sports enthusiast. Sports

things got too serious, I did something like talk dou

jokes written in his notes. I just couldn't do that," he
said.
Sputnik still loves to talk about his past and pres

still play golf four to five times a week," he said.
"During the war, I was basketball coach. That was

ent fishing. "I've fished everywhere around here--

crazy, of course. After that, I was a golf coach, and I

cat, the Boise River from Eagle to Atlanta," he said.

t.aught golf and umpired baseball. Most of the golfing

Or. Joseph Sputnik, dean emeritus of the
School of Arts and Sciences still likes it here, and

and coaching was done after classes. I never got
home until way after 6 p.m., but I got to know the

Lucky Peak, Arowrock, the Snake River for channel
And rather than just keeping up with old hobbies,
he has added a new one. "I started painting about
five years before I retired. Dr. Louis Peck (BSU's Art

students better that way," he said.
"We used to have a coffee table for students and

Department chairman) got me started into waterco

faculty. Many times there we 'spread the bull' around

twice a week before classes started."

do," Sputnik said, looking back on his 35 years at the
school and forward to his next hunting trip, shared

a good deal," he laughed.
"We faculty members were all

as always, with his 11-year-old German Shorthair
retriever, Suzannne.

dances, too. I don't know how we did all that. We

chaperones for the

just made time," he added.

A Portland native, Sputnik arrived at BJC to teach

"My students often went hiking, hunting and fish

chemistry in 1941, fresh from receiving his Ph.D
degree from Oregon State. He retired in 1976 as

ing with me. Now if they are in town, they always

dean of the BSU School of Arts and Sciences, a posi- .
tion he had held for 20 years, through BJC, Boise
College and BSU eras.

teaching."

There were about 80 faculty members in the

many offers for better from industry and other

spontaneous---! can't explain exactly, but when

move.' I guess I liked it ."

"I still don't have time to do everything I want to

was very small. When I came here, I only made

in a banquet in the BSU gym.
He also promoted construction of the art gallery

were a big part of my life then, as they are now. I

happened to a man."

should have been here then. It wasn't all sugar and
spice."

moved to the newly built science building, now

"I would love to come more, but it's no use for us

calls his retirement "one of the best things that ever

About BSU's current budget problems, Sputnik
said, "If they think things are tight right now, they

room. It wasn't until 1955 that the department

old-timers to come down there. Where is the near

"I thought, 'If I don't like it here, I can always

the department chairmen very well. You don't really

because of the war, Sputnik's early lectures were

giving lectures to area service clubs and other

By Jocelyn Fannin
BSU ·News Services

"I've always visited the different departments as
much as possible. If you're a dean, you get to know

well as the BJC students.

Joe Spulnlk

been interested in students," he said.

give me calls. That's one of the

rewards you get from

"I've had some success. At one time in the Boise
Medical Arts Building five doctors on one floor were

lor painting. We used to paint together at 8 a.m.
"Now I love to paint the places where I go hunt
ing," he said, showing his growing collection of
watercolor landscapes, many of which are the
ranches and homes of his friends.
"I enjoy people," he said.

Help with history
During the 50th anniversary year the BSU Alumni
Association is encouraging alumni to donate memo

all former students of mine. I've had a lot of dentists

rabilia from their college days to the BSU archives.

School of Arts and Sciences when Sputnik retired,

in town as students, too," he said.

Almost any item, such as commencement programs,

but he recalls that back in 1941 there were only two
chemistry teachers at the college, and, as the U.S.

While I was dean, I still taught one class, but I lost

help BSU researchers learn more about the history of

became embroiled in World War II, he

contact with the students even though I've always

the school.

Tonr N. Klein is employed by the Federal Land
Bank of Spokane, Wash.

waS the only

"Being a dean was different from being a teacher.

Beth S. Stout is working full-time at St Luke's
Hospital and part-time at Mercy Medical Center.

LJM M. Thoma• is

a manager trainee at Blazer

Colleen Kondo is a market research assistant for
Eagle Aircraft Company in Boise.

Finance.

Jodee R. Mc:OI'Idy is teaching third grade at
Lake Hazel intermediate school in Meridian.

Jon M. Thompeon is working in a small engine
repair shop in Eagle.

Jemee C. Milliner is employed by Bechtel Civil

&

Minerals Construction Engineers in Cascade.

Jamee T. Welker Ia working for Herm Hughes
and Sons, Inc., general contractor in Bountiful,
Utah, as project manager for two projects.

Peula M. Moodr is working as a teacher in the
Kamiah schools' summer enrichment program for
Native American students.

Thoma• A. Zauha is employed as a geologist
with Petrol Systems in Boise.

Pamela K•r Mot1ey is working at St Alphonsus
Hospital as a registered nurse.

Mike Zuzel (Communications '82) Ia a reporter
for the Idaho Statesman.

George A. Noma is working as a drug and alco
hol rehabilitation counselor for the Salvation Army.

Connie Juntlla is working at East Shoshone
Hospital as a surgical technician.

Jenlc:e

Wllam

newspapers or clippings, photos, and letters,

Yo.t and Katherine (A�) Yoet

died Sept 4 in a boating accident on Lake Pend
Oreille near Sandpoint William was a BSC gradu
ate and served with the Peace Corps in Africa from
1969-1970. In 1976, he married Katherine Ander
son, and they purchased the Red Fir Resort near
Hope.
Katherine graduated from BSC and obtained a
masters degree in psychology from the C of I. She
established the first preschool in the Hope area in
1979. Memorials may be made to the Bill and
Kathy Yost Community Center at Hope, c/o Pete
Hoover, 3-400 Spiceland Or., Boise 83704.
Bruce W. Pooley, 27, died of a heart attack while
jogging on Sept 10. He was a football player three
years while attending Boise State University and
graduated in 1977. He worked for the Idaho Heart
Association at tl\e time of his death. Memorials
may be made to the Idaho Heart Association.

Lee Pett1r10n is working as a registered

nurse at St Alphonsus Hospital and part-time at a
group home for the mentally retarded.

WEDDINGS
OBITUARIES

Wlllllm T. Poindexter Ill is employed by JMB
Office Systems in Boise.
Randy Robin�«� is working at D'Alesaandro's as
the wine steward and catering director.
Chrla M. Ridinger is attending graduate school
at the University of Connecticut and has been
awarded a full teaching assistantship.
Kathryn J. Spenc:e is working as a programmer

Gaylord F. Jac:obe, 62, died July 21 in a Boise
hospital of natural causes. He attended Boise Jun
ior College, and served in the Army during World
War II. He had worked for Idaho Power Co. since
1946, and was drafting supervisor at the time of his
death.
Douglas 1. Jac:obMn, 24, of Shoshone, died Aug.
8 following a long illness.

analyst at Hallmark Cards, Inc. in Kansas City,
MiiiOUri.

E. O«My Campbel, 50, New Meadows, died
Aug. 1 of natural causes. He attended Boise Junior
College and had served in the U.S. Air Force. He

Cynthia L Stanphll is employed at Aatronica,
Inc. in Boise.

was a rancher In New Meadows at the time
death.

of his

Renee Cook and Dennis L Steele (Boise) Apri116
Tom Pritchard and Penny Yano (Boise) June 19
Laurie Anne Meadows and Gary Charles Eliott
(Boise) June 26
E. Wayne Tieken and Mary J. Brockley (Boise)
June 26
Sleftn D. Hake and Tina J. Miller (Boise) June 27

Marie Dominique Bapllate and Frank Garro (Boise)
June 26
Janice oum.m and Marc Eldridge (Boise) July 1
Kevin A. Morriaon and Carol Brunner (Boise) July 3
Tammy Jo Heitstuman and Kftln John Haeenoet11t
(Lewiston) July 3
Joseph W. Sumrall, Jr. and Pallllte LouiM Davtee
(Boise) July 19
Waldon B. Stutnwn and Kathleen Anne Tanllbe
(Moscow) July 10

will

Jol Lynne Wall and Randr Tl'lutman (Boise) July
17
JOMPII J.
19

Chrt.

Plaza and

Dutton and
July 24

Sulan

0.

Baker (Boise) July

Melinda Sc:harf (Sacramento)
-

Marti WCM1dand and .-.nda Graber (Boise) July 24
Sharon Kay Carlson and Paul Marvin Hamlton
(Boise) July 24
Nlc:llo&aa 0. lvlnl and Sulan Valerle Hellner

(Boise) July 31
nna Merle Hamilton and Paul Raymond Barber
(Seattle) July 31

Ann Marie Brockway and Daniel Lee Mink (Mos
cow) July 31
David C. Runner and Lisa K. Adkins (Mulligan
Coli., Tenn.) July 31
Paul David Servatlua and Janlc:e Cec:llll Geuaa
(Boise) Aug. 7
William T. Bloc:k and Susan E. Hough (Boise) Aug.
7

John Rlc:hard DeVries and Sheryl Lynne Blunn
(Boise) Aug. 7
nm Sc:llartl and Mary Steffens (Boise) Aug. 7
Thoma• W. Amund�«� and Lynnette M. Parkinson
(La Mesa, Calif.) Aug. 14
Ertc: John Dennen and Debl'l Sue Sturman
(Lewiston) Aug. 14
Jerry L McConnell and Judy L Rahn (Boise) Aug.
14
Rex C. Warwlc:k and Deborah L Berv (Boise) Aug.
20
MISCELLANEOUS
8leter e.werty Ann Mellon ('73, MBA) was
recently featured in the Idaho Stetesman's "Por
trait of a Distinguished Citizen."
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Budget pressures build
also raised.

holdbacks ordered by the governor

By Linda Funaiole
BSU News Services

"We had to do some cutting back

to make up for declining state

Dr. John Keiser was still miles

away from Boise when he learned
that one of his first jobs as newly

hired president of Boise State Univer

sity would be to prepare a 30 per·
cent budget cutback plan.

That was in 1978, the year Idaho

voters approved a law that limited

property tax increases to one percent

a year.

"That was the start, before I even

got into the state," Keiser said.

"When I was interviewed, the one

percent wasn't even talked about so
much and bud�et cutbacks had not

really started yet."
"But the governor wanted the uni
versity to set up a plan for a 30 per
cent cutback. Since that time, we've

had four or five other plans that

revenues.

in order to balance the budget before

as it has been since the one percent,"

"Those cutbacks were basically from

the fiscal year ended," Turner said.

"It wasn't as consistently downhill

areas where we could work around

BSU Budget Director Ron Turner said

full-time personnel."

of BSU's budget. "There were some

To balance the budget, the univer

years we had to have some small cut

sity imposed a hiring and equipment

backs but it meant not hiring per

The plans have come in handy in

BSU's efforts to deal with the effects
of the one percent and the faltering

national economy.

Whert Keiser arrived in Idaho, the

property tax revenue that was lost to
the school's by the one percent initi·

ative," Keiser explained. "So, when the
general fund was reduced by this
new draio.. .it (revenues) had to

come from established agencies that

were less than we felt our needs
enough for inflation."

state funding as a result of decreasing

more in the spring semester, if an

another 3.85 percent holdback in

were, but there were increases

state revenues. BSU's share of the

The school's budget reached its

lowest point in yearly increases

holdback was $629,000.

year. The Idaho Legislature had

sity officials reduced part-time help,

To make up the difference, univer

three percent-in the 1979-80 fiscal

delayed preventative maintenance proj

approved a FY 1980 budget for

higher education that was three per

fiscal year helped offset the loses.

BSU four percent in the hole.

The result was a S771,000 shortfall

versity eliminated 15 positions and

Turner said.

The next fiscal year, BSU fared a

This summer, the university was

forced to make its toughest budget

cation approved a 1980-81 budget

for BSU that was 12 percent higher

decisions yet, in the wake of a guber

partly to compensate for the three

agency budget by 8.5 perent. The

natorial order to cut 1982-83 state

than the previous year's budget,

cutback was necessary, the governor

percent increase in the 1979-80

budget, Turner said.

said, to compensate for an antici

Although BSU's ,arty opc:rating
budget has continued to rise since

ordered a �.85 paunt·holclleck ln
state spending and BSU was forced to

has dwindled. In the eight years

budget. The university reduced the

BSlrs potdon of the,cuts In tughcr
education was $1,139,000. The uni
versity eliminated seven academic

1978, the amount of yearly increases

before the one percent law was

enacted, the university's budget grew

slice S638,000 from its FY 1981

amount it had to cut to S364,000

an average of 14 percent a year. In

grown an average of 7 percent a year.

imposed for the spring 1981 semes

Since the 1978 fall semester, fees

for full-time students have risen

5213.50 or 53 percent and full-time
enrollment has risen by 1,914 stu

programs, laid off 11 faculty

members, eliminated 9 support posi

through increased fees instituted by

the State Board.

the five years since, the budget has

pated shortfall in state tax receipts.

In August 1980, the governor

tions and cut other expenses in the

school's operating budget in order to

Temporary fee increases were

fees were increased to S850 a semes

dents or 2 percent.

During the last four years, the uni

versity has slashed S2.9 million from

its operating budgets because of

ter from S7SO a semester; and full

semester went up to S400.50 a

time graduate students were assesed

semester, the full-time non-resident

an extra S2S a semester fee for the

fee rose to S9SO a semester and part·

first time. Part-time student fees were

time fees also increased.

*
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we have to go in and reduce some of
the academic budgets," he said.

Keiser said the university already

lags behind in faculty salaries and

acquisitions of equipment and library

materials.

"The equipment shortage is all the

way from frogs to dissect to spectro

photometers that cost several thou
sand dollars and are necessary to the

modem science curricula," he said.

Despite the bleak funding picture,

Keiser is optimistic about the univer

sity's future.

"Things are blooming at the uni

cation is simply determined by what

you get, which is probably the best
scientific way," he said.

"The people that spend it best are

the ones that are going to be in

bloom and to be sprouting blossoms.

I think we spend it better than any

body else and that we are blooming."

...

Original budget less holdback

77

some of the programs could be fac

ing some accreditation problems if

$25.3

Boise State University Operating Budget
Cl)
z
0
-

"In previous years, we've done all

you get. You spend everything that

Full-time student fees for fall

·

the trimming that we can. Now,

close to S2 million, but the State

porary student fee increase.

a semester; full-time, non-resident

Continued budget cuts are bound
to affect the quality of education at

meet the governor's order.

Board of Education initiated a tem

raised to S289 a semester from S239

said "We'll probably be lucky to

maintain our current level of funding,

versity now. The cost of higher edu

The university would have lost

ter. Fees for full-time students were

"Most of the projections are that it

BSU, Turner said.

gave us increases for inflation,"

little better. The State Board of Edu

Board of Education. The budget has

yet to be approved by the Idaho

semester.

"The fee increases enabled us to

semester.

BSU officials have requested $25.3

miUion for FY 1984 from the State

Which would in effect be a decrease
when you count inflationary factors."

restore the prior year's holdback and

full-time non-resident fees by S1SO a

additional holdback is ordered.

Fees for full-time students rose to

$344.50 a semester, and the full-time
graduate fee increased to S85 a

•

in BSU's 1979-80 budget. To com

Students also may have to pay

will be another lean year," Turner

An increase in fees for the 1981-82

salaries for state workers, which left

budget.

day work week as directed by the
governor, Turner said.

ordered a seven percent increase in

Personnel expenditures account

Legislature.

system and put employees on a four

cent more than the previous year's

money is," Keiser said.

ects, implemented a new registration

lived off the general fund, which

included higher education."

sonnel because that's where the

for 82 percent of the university's

the State Board of Education raised

the public schools to make up for the

"Obviously, if the cuts get very

deep, we'll have to cut back in per

materials and-supplies, Turner said.
Last May, the governor ordered

general fund; now it's 16 percent.

"The one percent, in effect, trans

where will the budget ax fall this

time?

"Most of the time appropriations

curtailed the purchase of library

ant employees."

pensate for the lost monies, the uni

fered a good portion of the fund to

ordered this winter as anticipated,

freeze, 1imited employee travel and

budget for higher education in the

state was 18 percent of the state

1982-83 budget. H a holdback is

sonnel rather than laying off permen

budget. At the same time, legislators

we've been asked for."

BSU is now living under the threat

of an additional holdback in the

A·re more cuts ahead?
By Larry Burke
BSU News Services

Idaho's operating budget,already
cut 9 percent last summer,is headed
for another shortfall unless the econ
omy turns around,according to some
of the state's political candidates and
fiscal experts.
Most of them are now saying the
revenue shortfall is no longer a ques
tion of "if," but rather a question of
"how much."
If those conclusions are correct,
the legislature in January faces the
painful dilemma of raising taxes or
cutting budgets... or both ... to
keep the fiscal 1983 budget in
balance.
Higher education, along with the
rest of state government, has a great
deal at stake in the outcome.After
undergoing a three percent cut in
May and another four percent cut
and temporary S50 fee increase in
July, students,faculty, and staff at
Idaho's universities are nervous about
the damage yet another round of cuts
could do to their schools.
"All I can say now is that we hear a
3-5 percent holdback. That's some
where around 1800,000 for us,"
explained BSU president John Keiser.
"Probably the biggest decision
we'll have to make is to determine
whether or not the legislature will
restore that later.The debate will be
over the alternative of reducing more
people or shutting down for a week.
"If the legislature doesn't give it
back, that could mean a permanent
reduction in the salary base," Keiser
said.
The problem,in a nutshell,is that
tax receipts have not Jived up to pro
jections-made by the legislature.
Last winter the Idaho legislature
appropriated a budget of S465mil
lion.That figure,however,was
revised down to S425million after
tax receipts dipped this spring and
the state cut S 2 1million from its
budget.
Another Sl9 million was to be cut
from public schools,which would
have triggered an automatic property
tax increase. Rather than allow that
to happen,Gov.John Evans delayed
the public school cut until the legis
lature can act on it.
In addition,the state stands to lose
between 18-11 million as a result of
the ASARCO decision, in which the
Supreme Court ruled that Idaho can
not collect tax on income of a multi
state business if the income is earned
outside the state.That ruling is still
:>n

appeal.

Now, some politicai candidates
and budget analysts are saying even
the revised 1425million revenue pro
jection is too optimistic, that the July
holdback was only a taste of things to
come, and that the state should be
preparing now for more budget cuts.
The state's budget,and how it
should be managed,has emerged as
one of the main issues in the cam
paign for governor. Candidate U.
Gov.Phil Batt,on one hand,has pre
dicted the shortfall could be as high
as 170million.Incumbent Governor
John Evans,on the other hand, is
sticking to the 140 million shortfall
predicted last summer.
Here is what those two canl;iidates,
along with some of Idaho's fiscal ana
lysts, say about the budget:
Gov. John Evans: "The economic
outlook is· much brighter than it was
two months ago.I'm optimistic the

Boise State University
Total Academic Headcount

1969-70

10-11

71-72

n-73

economy is going to turn around. If
we can get that early recovery,we
can easily work our way out."
Lt. Gov. Phil Batt: "I'm talking a
possible shortfall of 170million.By
the time the legislature has acted,
there will be only a few months left
in the fiscal year.We have to work
out a solution sooner than that ...
..i� going to be painful, I can guaran
tee you that."
John Andreason, director of the
legislative fiscal office,said "there is
every indication that there will be a
requirement for an additional hold
back ...we'll know more by
November and December. It could
be an additional 15-10million.
"The 140million (shortfall pre
dicted) is based on an economic
upturn in the spring that I don't think
we're going to experience," he said.
Andreason said his office has
warned the college presidents to .
prepare for more cuts.
"We've been telling the presidents
they should gear up right now ...
have contingency plans established."
Steve Seward, chief of the gover
nor's budget division,gives a differ
ent opinion about the state of the
economy and adequacy of the 140
million holdback.
"In terms of the economy,we still
don't have any reason to change the
estimate we have now. There is still
not much information available to

73-74

74-75

75-7&

7&-n

n-78

judge how accurate it is," he said.
Seward said one big concern of his
office is the pending ASARCO
decision.
"If the Supreme Court rules against
us,and it very well could, we could
lose S8-10million.We are preparing
contingency plans for that."
But he added that it is premature
to reduce budgets or increase taxes
until that decision and until there are
more facts about the economy.
"As we get more information about
the economy, there may well be a
need for action. But we want that
action to be based on fact rather than
supposition.
"Our interest is in minimizing the
impact on government services.The
theory of axing programs because of
fears rather than knowledge bothers
me," Seward said.
With disagreement between gub -.
ernatorial candidates on the diagno

sis of Idaho's fiscal future, it's no
wonder there is also disagreement on
the cure.

In this election year, no candidate
is campaigning hard for a tax
increase,although both Batt and
Evans ijave agreed that taxes may
have to be raised as a last resort.
"We have a number of options,"
said Evans,who explained that he
would rather see the state make
efforts to collect unpaid taxes, exam-

78-79
inc its system of sales tax exemp
tions,close tax loopholes,and
broaden the sales tax before addi
tional pennies are added to Idaho's
three percent sales tax.
"We should first tum to those
before we seek out general tax
increases or further ax our govern
ment programs," Evans said.
"We're committed to provide qual
ity,very high quality education at the
lowest cost we can.We'll raise the
necessary revenue to support those
programs at all levels."
During his campaign,Batt has sup
ported a temporary increase in the
sales tax if that is needed to pull the
state out of its fiscal problems.But
that probably won't come before
more cuts in state government.
"We should put partisanship aside
and make the. hard, necessary cuts,
fo!lowed if necessary by revenue
ir;creases, if we h�ve to,to balance
th: budget," he said.
8att stressed that time is critical.
"Higher education stands to benefit
by decisive action. The quicker we
get at the problem, the better higher
education will make out," he said.

..._

Boise State University 1982-83 Operating Budget
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Personnel Costs

$18,934,697

81.7%
·
�

Operating Expenses

Capital Outlay

$3,592,523

15.5%

$637,780

2.8%
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Frightened, but not frantic
By Unda Funalole
BSU News Service

morale and just the right attitude to

North Dakota to take over as head of

that we can with what we have

August.

provide the best quality education

History professor Errol Jones left a
perfectly good job at Utah State
University and took a pay cut to

accept a position at Boise State Uni
versity. When he joined BSU's faculty

in January, Jones had no idea that by
summer he would have doubts about

his decision to switch jobs.

"I began to wonder, if I do a good

job does that make any difference

available."

Swartz, whose last job was at

Morehead State University in Ken

the BSU nursing department in

we've hired you, but don't get too

tucky, didn't know until the last min

settled," she said.

intact when the fall semester began.

now, but it's tough all over the coun

he said. "I called the day before I

will prevail. We may have some
tough times, but will move through

ute if his position would still be

"It had been cut, then reinstated,"

moved here to see if I still had my

"Maybe it's a little bit difficult here

try. I feel strongly that the university

becaose I may not be here next

job."

that and perhaps be better off for it."

held on by my fingernails and hoped

BSU's future, Swartz wonders if his

statistics and decision analysis, came

Although he is optimistic about

year," he said. "This summer I just

I'd make it through."

Fortunately for Jones, his position

survived the round of budget cuts in

job will withstand the next round of
cuts.

"You don't really feel secure at this

Dr. Gerald LaCava, who teaches

to BSU this fall" from the financially
troubled University of Oregon. He

said BSU is on the right track in its

mid-August that elimjnated 11 facultf

point in time," he said.

efforts to deal with dwindling funds.

the threat of an additional cutback

overly concern Dr. Barbara Hauf,

problems, but this university has

positions and seven programs. But

BSU's financial emergency didn't

who quit her job at the University of

this winter makes him uneasy.

"The fact that generally the last guy

to arr;ve is the first to go doesn't
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"A lot of universities have budget

tions, so the Legislature--which

coming to the university during a

believes that the university should

of the new faculty interviewed by

positions--kept reducing the budget."

of management, hasn't lost any· sleep
worrying if his job is in jeopardy.

the School of Business management

funding cutback will allow the insti

period of financial uncertainty. Most

cut programs and eliminate

FOCUS, however, said they have no

Dr. John Bigelow, new chairman of

regrets about their decisions.

Even though they are concerned

about the university's financial trou
and the opportunities for profes

tution to develop in the way it

come its monetary problems.

I think is under way in the business

"I think were going to go through

sional growth outweigh the risks

a longer period of economic diffi. culty, but we'll weather it. Things arc

involved.

"It's worth the gamble," said Har

not being dismantled here, it's just

ley Swartz, assistant professor of

somewhat painful," said Bigelow,

radiologic technology in the School
of Health Sciences. "This Is an excep

former professor of management at

Oregon State University.

tional department. It has the best

Barbara Haul

Dr. Roy Glen, associate professor

------�--

A nationwide shortage of doctor

ally qualified business professors,

computer scientist should get," Kerr

lamented. "We're not paying as much

such as LaCava, has resulted in keen

as anybody should get."

private industry for top-notch

department, Kerr and two of his col

To fill the void in the math

cans, Dr. Gerald LaCava had no trou

competition among universities and

decided to leave the University of

professionals.

leagues are re-training in computer

business has slipped from 1,000 in

Meanwhile the search for a computer

decline. The shortage of business

be easy.

The number of new doctorates in

His advertisements for an academic

position in financial and information

1976 to 800 in 1981, a 20 percent

from 65 to 70 colleges and universi

doctorates is particularly critical in

decision sciences drew inquiries

·

ties. He 'eliminated consideration of

the fields of accounting and finance.

and ultimately accepted Boise State

of the School of Business, the ratio of

universities outside the Northwest

University's job offer from the six t J

seven others he received.

The BSU School of Business was

According to Dean Thomas Stitzel

"I worry more about whether the

department, agrees with LaCava and
Hauf that the university will over

bles, they say Boise's environment

Oregon.

science so they can teach classes.

scientist continues; but the job won't
According to the U.S. Bureau of

Labor Statistics, the number of jobs

for computer scientists is expected

to soar by 90 percent during the

should, to continue the momuentum
school," he said.

Glen, a native of England, taught in

the graduate school of Williainette

University in Oregon before coming to
BSU.
Dr. Stephen Grantham, assistant

professor of mathematics, learned of
BSU's state of emergency from a

Search fOr fa
education, experience and geograph
ical background.
The high demand for health tech

nologists is being felt by the School

of Health Sciences, which has seen a
decline in the number of applicants
for academic positions.

The school's advertisement this

spring for a nursing department

chairman drew only three applicants.

Fortunately, one was highly qualified

and was hired, Dean Victor Duke
said.

A position in the radiologic tech

academic positions available to the

1980s.

nology department attracted but one

doctorates is seven to om:; the ratio

rarity these days. The National Coun

hired, has a master's degree; Duke

number of finance professors with

Qualified math teachers also are a

applicant. The applicant, who was

caliber-he has a doctorate in busi

professors.

reports that the severest shortage of

had wanted to hire someone with a
doctorate.

research experience and is young

rent rate of graduating Ph.D.'s to fill

matics teaching. Low salaries and the

health technologists is BSU's lower

neering have drawn graduates away

pays far more than the university.

fortunate to find someone of LaCava's

ness, has I I years teaching and

PublicSe

programs and eliminating of posi

hired this year took a chance on

ble finding a new job when he

Auxiliary

president refused to do the cutting of

Like Jones, other faculty members

Unlike many out-of-work Ameri

Student

'---R
--- esearch
�

"At the University of Oregon, the

By Linda Funalole
BSU News Services

Institution

.........,rn"IW'n'\
..
,....,

taken the difficult steps and eventu
ally will come through it as well as
anybody," he said.

make morale high among the new
comers," he said.

is 10 to one for accounting

"It would take 12 years at the cur

cil of Teachers of Mathematics

any subject area in 1982 was mathe

lure of computer science and engi

The biggest deterrent in recruiting

than average salaries. Private industry

(38).
Recruiting highly qualified people

the positions that exist today in

always easy, however.

also has its share of recruiting prob

that faculty recruiting is toughest in

it: "If you subscribe to supply-side

School of Business and other schools

gram," Duke said of job candidates.

technology and health sciences, and

demand in the humanities, but the

the first of the year, the business

dicts that job opportunities for health

technical education.

puter science."

those, seven were hired as assistant

in the 1980s.

ing, deans say, are the decline in the

chairman, knows the problem first

special lecturers or visiting

recruiting is the university's financial

like LaCava to teach at BSU is not

A survey of BSU's deans indicates

..4

Boise

"I wasn't really scared, even

though I got a letter that said 'Well,

the high demand fields of business,

easiest in education and vocational

The greatest drawbacks to recruit

accounting," Stitzc:l said.

The School of Arts and Sciences

lems. As Dean William Keppler puts
economics, the supply exceeds the

demand exceeds the supply in com
Dr. Charles Kerr, math department

from teaching careers in math.

Because of the difficulties in

recruiting permanent faculty, the

often rely on part-time help. Since

school has hired 14 professors. Of

or associate professors and the rest as

"They have to want to come to

Boise State because they want to be

involved in a new and evolving pro

The Bureau of Labor Statistis pre

technologists will rise by 45 percent
Another factor that aggravates

professors.

emergency.

highly-trained professionals among

fill a faculty vacancy.

of its recruiting on professors in their

just from talking with both people

BSU's lower than average faculty

nibbles for the position, BSU's salary

are seeking a change. Stitzel said a

and others, that nobody wants to go

tain balance in terms of faculty age,

ties, financially or otherwise," Gradu-

number of doctorates earned in cer
tain disciplines, stiff competition for

universities and private industry,

salaries and the university's financial

troubles.
I2

hand. He is batting zero so far in his
efforts to hire a computer scientist to
Although there have been several

offer has failed to land anyone.

"We're not paying as much as a

The business school focuses most

second or third academic job who

continued effort is needed to main

"I know from past experience and

that are looking for university jobs

to a university that's having difficul

Fund-raising efforts intensify

de University 1982-83 Budget

By Larry Gardner
BSU News Services

56.3%

ways to raise funds.

supported institution of higher learning?

the Foundation.

kind of appeal to the private sector,"

in light of today's economic plight it's

Development Office as coordinating

Faucher believes. "To be very honest,
there is only so much discretionary

depended upon more and more at
Boise State University.

versity internally.

individuals, and I think that you really

The concept is not really new, but

an idea that is being expanded and

12.3%

$2,856,778

important role for increased private

ducts the annual fund drive of the

2.2%

State of Idaho, and in this case par

10.8%

:es

$1,551,442

Total

different activities," Faucher said,

6.7%

$2,494,739

s

"I think we have made some
improvements in coordinating these

with the Alumni Association."

1pport

$514,282

the fund-raising aspects of the Uni

Development.

10.8%

·prises

problem with support to education

Faucher explained the role of

"not only the different schools but

$2,506,255

°

"I think there has really been a

The board meets monthly and guides

in the state ofldaho," said Jim
Faucher, executive director of the

�ort (Incl. Libraries)

$160,877

.7%

$45,701

.2%

$23,165,000

BSU Foundation and the Office of

"I think the problem creates a very

support to higher education in the

ticularly, Boise State University,"
Faucher said.

Two related organizations, the BSU

Foundation and the Office of Devel
opment, lead BSU's drive to obtain
more private funds.
The Foundation is a private non

the Friends of

4 (Channel 4), the

Bronco Athletic Association along
The Development Office also con

that one segment of the University

front door asking for money,"

Faucher explained.

Faucher agrees that private gifts to

Idaho is in the financial crunch that it

chance," Grantham said.

"I think certainly it's alarming that

there are such extensive cuts. I think

funds for students, Faucher
explained.

"The Foundation has made some

It's regrettable and I just hope that

major strides over the last year in
aggressively seeking gifts to the Uni

and the Legislature will make educa

trolled by a I O-man board of direc

education should be a high priority.
someho.w the citizens of the state

tion a priority for funding."

versity." The Foundation is con

tors, eight from the community and

ulty hits snags
ate School Dean Kenneth Hollen

31 years�

In its first year of existence the

·

funds were started during the past

scholarship money or academic loan

be cut, so I decided to take a

ciates. The association is named after

Dr. Eugene B. Chaffee, president of

from the University is walking in the

prolonged.

uses the interest income to provide

group, The Eugene B. Chaffee Asso

funds to the Foundation.

some money while someone else

endowed funds, which means BSU

seemed likely that my job would ·not

Several new support structures

have been formed during the past
year including a premier giving

isn't walking out the back door with

and more crucial as the economic

itself. In most cases those funds are

the story of Boise State University."

nate all these different activities so

donated to Boise State University

"I was worried about it, but it

have to get into some marketing as

far as convincing people and telling

Chaffee Associates contributed
more than S111,000 of unrestricted

quit his job at the University of

Colorado.

and charitable giving that is done by

Boise Junior College for

"Its a question of trying to coordi

profit corporation whose mission is

to maintain and manage gifts that are

"You'll have to make a different

University.

newspaper article, after he had

accepted a position here and had

searching for new way and unique

Asa M. Ruyle, from the University.

Private support for a state

$13,034,926

two, President John H. Keiser and Dr.

the University are becoming more

crunch deepens and becomes more
"The reason that the State of

In addition,

29 new endowement

year through the Boise State Univer
sity Foundation including three

endowed chairs--the Len B. Jordan

Endowment for Economic Studies,

the Frank Church Chair for Public

Affairs and an endowed chair yet to
be named in the School of Health
Sciences.

There are now a total of

50

is in is because of the overall eco

endowment funds under the Founda

economic climate obviously effects

funds, one loan fund and an endowed

nomic climate. Well, that overall

the individuals and the companies

who are giving us the money in the

first place."
Faucher said that leaves the Foun

dation and Development Office

tion. Fourteen new scholarship

fund for the BSUlibrary were added
when the State Board of Education

approved a fund transfer of
from the University.

S520,863

(Continued on page 15)

------

and not return to the classroom.

Since the university declared a
financial emergency, the School of

ings, Hart said.

are hesitant to stay at a financially

faculty member. Applicants for the

Vocational-Technical Education.

club, where professors work at the

ter chance of survival elsewhere.

versity's financial troubles, Dean

drafting-department and waste�ater

doctoral program and-Stitzel

applicants.

teach.

baugh said.

By the same token, he said, faculty

troubled university if they have a bet
"Everybody gets jittery," Hollen

baugh said. "Who likes to live with

Education has hired only one new

position were curious about the uni

Richard Hart said.

"We have had to be absolutely

fessors when there have been open_

The same is true in the School of

Positions advertised this spring in the
program each attracted

18

To help groom new faculty, the

business school runs a quasi-farm

university a year or two, go on to a
hopes-return to the university to

uncertainty? We have a responsibility

honest with them and tell them not

as well as to our employer. When

potentially what might happ�n with a

vate industry, said most jobs adver

ty's emphasis on helping spouses of

comes into question, it has a tre

said.

applicants, while some attract as

highlighted are Bosie's scenic sur

aspects of our lives."

lucky in its attempts to recruit pro-

to ourselves, family and community,
that relationship with the employer

mendous impact on all the other

only of what has happened, but

possible additional holdback," he

The School of Education has been

Associate Dean Glen Linder, who

has resigned to take a position in pri

tised by the school draw
many as

10 to 12

25 to 30.

"With the economy the way it is,

there are many fine people out of

work, so that (recruiting) doesn't

seem to be as much of a problem as

looking for a professor or associate

professor of history or something Like
that," Dean Don Healas said.

"Applicants seem to be there in

our field; it's just a matter of selecting
and making sure we get the best."

Given the drawbacks in recruiting,

how does BSU lure new faculty to the
fold?

"The key is we try to.capitalize on

One recruiting practice praised by

recently hired faculty is the universi

job candidates find jobs. Other pluses
roundings and climate, the quality <;>f

life in the Northwest, the university's
central location and its commitment

to quality programs.

Dean Hart of the School of Educa

tion calls the commitment to pro

gram development "one of the prin
ciple kind of things that was an

honest lure to new faculty. Hard

econbmic times, have, however, set
program development back.

The quality of life in the Northwest

is easy to sell, Hart said. Unfortu

nately, he added, "that doesn't put

meat and potatoes on the table."

the pluses and the pluses here are a

very strong relationship with the pro

fessional community," Stitzel said.

A summer residency program run

by the business school gives faculty a

chance to work in the business world
and develop a relationship with the

professional community. Unfortu

nately, the program occasionally
New faculty member Gerald LaCava

backfires when a summer intern

decides to remain with the company

13
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More may wear union label
By Linda Funalole

percent, an increase McCloskey

BSU News Services

One:- o u t c o m e o f

many faculty members have, that the

attributes in part to faculty suits

Boise

State

University's financial crisis may be

more willingness by faculty to wear a
union label.

"I've gotten a number of inquiries

against the institution.
Nationally,

the

Federation of Teachers has more

especially in western states, but the

important to them," said Or. Richard

McCloskey, 1981-82 president of the

tide seems to be turning, McCloskey

clout. Without collective bargaining,

sons, but McCloskey prc::dicts the

number will rise:: as faculty seek sup

port during the:: univc:: rsity's financial

emergc::ncy.

"Thc::rc::'s quite a hit of fear right

now," he said. "Many people feel

there are going to he more cuts in

January or February."

Union activity also is on the rise at

Idaho's two other statt'-supported
schools. Idaho State University's

union membership has soared hy 400

have the best chance of saving their

jobs."

Association of University P.rofessors

Last year, local, state and national

and the AFT have also made recruit

have shown intc:: rc::st in becoming at

has rc::mained stc:: ady at 60-70 per

least give them legal aid so that they

Mergers between the American

title--even though it's another union-

Mc::mbership in the:: campus union

"There are many times we can't

save a person's job, but we can at

locally," he said, referring to poor

ing easier.

large members.

situations," McCloskey said.

ing a lot c::asier now because of

have sought help from the union and

teat'hers from nc:: arby school districts

"it's a matter of looking at individual

"We're finding out that it's becom

economic conditions.

faculty members were laid off. Sev

Federation of Teachers carries little

said.

campus union has picked up consid

eral professors who lost their jobs

Because Idaho does not permit

collective bargaining agents to

represent public employees, the

BSU Federation of Teachers.

t"rably since mid-August when 11

teachers only," he said.

Selling a union to faculty is tough,

what's going on nationally as well as

McCloskey said interest in the

it. The Federation of Teachers is

20,000 new members from the Cali

been on campus a couple of years

contact now feel that it may be

number of administrators that sit on

than 110,000 members and may gain
fornia university system.

and have basically avoided any union

of the faculty because there are a

A m e r i c an

about the Federation of Teachers and

a number of indivdiuals who have

faculty senate is not really the voice

AFT chapters contributed more than
545,000 in legal aid to three Idaho

"For some reason, the association

professors involved in lawsuits

against their former employers.

allows you to get people you nor

mally wouldn't." McCloskey said.

University professors have been

reluctant in the past to join unions.

For some, the deterrent is the threat

of strikes; for others, it's the belief

that unions are anti-administration
Both fears are unfounded, McClos

key said. While strikes by teachers

were common in the AITs early

days, the union rarely calls its

members to the picket lines now.

As for the anti-administration label,

McCloskey said: "That's not what we

are. We're basically out to protect

Richard McCloskey expect. union mem·
berhslp to Increase.

individuals that we're working with."
"We've been very supportive of the

administration when the administra

tion is doing things that are benefi

cial to faculty, but at the same time
we don't hesitate to object to some

thing we feel could be done better."
Unions are important, he said,

because they provide a unified voice

for faculty.
"I have the feeing, and I think

The union also provides a million

d.ollar liability insurance policy for its

members.

Despite the Legislature's reluc

tance to grant collective bargianing,

the Federation of Teachers continues

to lobby for the privelage.

"At this point in time, collective

bargaming in this state definitely
would be a help, simply because

we're the low man on the totem pole
right now," McCloskey said. "Any
time there has to be a holdback,

higher education is one of the first to
go."

Library adjusts to loss of buying power
By Jocelyn Fannin
BSU News Services

The BSU Library found itsc::lf faced

this year with a 20 percent los..o; in

huying power caused hy a matc:-rials

hudget cut from 5�78,000 to
S347,000.

According to univc:-rsity librarian

Tim Brown, that loss, coupled with

is that we cannot sit down and plan

our year in terms of curreol bud&et
amounts. We must speculate about

what another mid-year reduction
might be and J?repare ourselves to

cut hack once again. We haven't gone

far enough, and we know it," he said.
"We've made significant progress

in the past two years in computeriz

ing our exiatinlc rec�-now nearly
75 percent of our book catalogs are
on-line. We are also looking forward
to an on-line circulation system, but

when the money will be available is
beyond my imagination," he said.
According to Brown, during the

past decade, reference transactions at

the library have increased from
14,000 to 37,000 per year.

Staff cuts were not part of the

budget reduction at the library this
year because existing staffing

strength is insufficient for meeting
service demands.

"With circulation up, we can't

the loss of inflation funds previously

allocated to BSU hy the State Board

afford to cut staff," Brown said.

over the past decade lc::aves the

usually students hired through the

condition.

year the library had a 10 percent cut

adding more than 17.000 hooks to its

more difficult to provide services, he .

of Education and a �S percent loss

One-third of the library staff are

Library budget in a sc:: riously eroded

college work-study program, but this

Ten years ago, the BSl l Library was

in work-study funding, making it even

collection c::ach yc:ar.

said.

icant extra help in recent years, and

budgeting for additions to equipment

"The university has givc:n us signif

When the university held back

we have hec::n able to add up to

and for maintenance to help save

14,000 volumc:s c:ach of the last two

positions here, that also had ramifica

years. That's a very respectable

tions for the library.

number, hut much of it was done:

In a September Library newsletter,

with c:xtra money, and that won't hc:

Brown told his staff, "The most dra

availahle now," Brown said.

matic loss has been in funds for
books and serials."

"Our prospects for this year are

only for 7,000 volumc:s unlc::ss we get

"As a part of the effort to cut costs,

outside hc:Jp," he said.

"I think this paints a picture of the
kind of hole:: we're getting into. t

the library has cancelled 274 serial

make up the loss. You usually seek

reduced contingency funds. Our pro

titles, eliminated the allocation for
back set purchases, and greatly

don't sc::c: that auxiliary funding can

jected serial expenses have been

auxiliary help to enrich your collec

pared to $223,000, and the book

tion. We'll he seeking it for suo·ival's

budget has been cut by almost 40

sake," he said.

percent, more with inflation taken

"For 1982-83, we cut our alloca

into accouont," Brown said in the

tions to university departments hy 10

newsletter.

percent and our general collection

The library had previously sub

allocation hy 14 percent."

scribed to about 3,200 serial titles,

"In anticipation of further disaster

::!,000 of_which were periodicals and

this year, I have directed that no

1,200 other continuing publications.
"In 1979 we had already cut out

more than half of departmental allo

cations be spent by November, and in

more than 300 serial titles. This year

the meantime, we have slowed up

we're down again, and we anticipate

the entire acquisitions process,"

Brown said.

"A sobering fact of life for all of us

Ubrary acquisitions are down after years of budget cut. and Inflation.

we'll have to cut more titles next

year," Brown said.
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So far, more cu,ts mean more fees
19 credit hours. The fee, approved by
the State Board of Education, is
designed to discourage students from
signing up for excessive credit hours,
then dropping classes later.
"There are a myriad of fees being
proposed and sometimes we feel
they penalize the students rather
than benefit them," she said.
Students have been hit hard by fee
increases since 1978, the year the
one percent law was approved by
Idaho voters and the nation's econ
omy began to slump. In the four
years before 1978, fees for full-time
students increased by only S7 a
semester.
Fairchild said students might be
more supportive of fee increases if
they knew what to expect.
"We've been pushing for long
range planning to let students know
what the needs are, how much is
needed and over what period of
time," she said.
For example, if university officials
could project how much additional
revenue they would need by 1985
they could draft a plan to increase
fees gradually. That way, students
would know in advance how much
their fees would rise each semester
over the next few years.
ASBSU plans to lobby for changes
In the way funds for higher education
are earmarked, Fairchild said.
"If it's delegated by law where the
monies go, they can't be transferred
to another account. If we have
serious problems in the state, then
those monies would be protected,"
she said
Altbougb Fairchild said the timina
of program cuts and fee increases
was poor, she praised university offi
cials for the way they handled

By Unda Funalole
BSU News Service

Students don't have to be mathemat
ics majors to figure out that cuts in
higher education budgets probably
mean hikes in fees.
What they might need help under
standing, however, is why they're
paying more and in some cases get
ting less.
Over the past four years, full-time
student fees at Boise State University
have gone up 53 percent, from S187
a semester in the fall of 1978 to
S400.50 a semester in the fall of

1982.

An anticipated holdback in state
funds this winter could mean another
increase in student fees by January.
Cuts in higher education budgets
have resulted not only in higher stu
dent fees, but also in the loss of pro
grams and faculty at BSU. In mid
August, the university laid off 11
faculty members and eliminated eight
programs, including bachelor of arts
programs in German and Spanish and
associate of arts programs in fashion
merchandising, secretarial science
and word processing.
The elimination of the programs
meant about 120 students had to
either switch their degree goals or
transfer to another school, while the
loss of faculty resulted in the elimina
tion of about 100 course sections
from the fall schedule.
"The students haven't really under
stood the budget cuts," Marlyss Fair
child, president of the Associated
Student Body, said. "When students
had to pay the extra SSO fee this fall
rhcy were apectiJI8 better
education."
The ASBSU fought against an "over
load" fee for students who take over

cutbacks.
"I think it was a fair proposai
because all the lost programs are still
provided in the community. The
opportunity is still there, just not at
BSU."
Freshman Brenda Gant received a
letter from the Registrar's Office
about three weeks before the fall
semester began informing her that
her program in word-processing had
been cut.
"The degree collapsed around
me," said Gant. "I am faced with
choosing a new degree now, and
since there are no two-year programs
left, I have no alternative but to work
toward a four-year degree.
The elimination of the word pro
cessing program could have cost
Gant a scholarship that was depend
ent upon her being in the program.
"A lot of scholarship money, regis
tration fees and housing fees are
tied up in a university that no longer
offers me the degree I had planned
on," she said.

Foundation
(Continued from page 13)
The Foundation account itself
increased from S743,148 to
S1,419,146 in a year.
Both the University and the Foun
dation previously had seperate
endowment funds which were com
bined with the approval of the State
Board. Faucher said about S279,000
in new money passed through the
Foundation.
1be annual fund drive ioaeased
almost two-fold last year, Faucher
said
"Once our computer comes on

line in April," Faucher said in refer
ence to future changes, "We will be
going to an 'alumni class agent and
school agent' concept as far as the
fund drive is concerned. In other
words, we will have a representative
of a specific alumni class who will be
contacting his or her classmates, and
we will be doing the same thing for
the different schools."
Susan Eby, a former alumni presi
dent and recently elected trustee of
the Foundation will spearhead the
upcoming fund drive, Faucher said.
"We need to get the alumni
involved, and I think this is one way,
a positive step in which we can do
that. All that ties back in with the
committee structure of the Founda
tion itself," Faucher pointed out.
A new resource committee under
Hatch Barrett guides the direction of
the BSU Fund, the Frank Church
Chair, (headed by Velma Morrison);
Len B. Jordan Chair (Bill Campbell);
Endowment (Fred P. Adolphsen) and
Chaffee Associates (yet to be
named).
"All these different areas will
report to the Resource Committee,
one of four committees under the
Foundation," Faucher said. "The oth
ers are Long Range Planning (Wil

liam Bridenbaugh) which we also
think is a very critical committee;
Investments (Don Day) and Mem
bership Oohn Grant).·
"Again going back to the private
schools," Faucher stressed, They
have really capitalized tremendously
in wills, bequests, and deferred giving
programs. and public schools rca1ly
have not done that much. 1bclc are
areas that we are getting more and
more involved in.
"
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Athletics face battle of budget
By Larry Burke
BSU News Services

Boise State's athletic administrators

are finding the current recession a
much more potent foe than the Big

athletics.
"The move to Division II and the

25 percent cut were mentioned,"
said Hay, because of the Board's

Sky teams the Broncos play.

"continual frustration over the inabil
ity to cut the cost of athletics."

habitually won most of their battles

Bleymaier spelled out his defense in a

Boise State's athletic teams have

on the playing fields, but in the

ledger book they are slowly losing
the battle of the budget.

BSU's appropriated budget for

athletics, about

5513,000, was cut 11

B S U a t h l e t i c d i r e c t or

Gene

paper titled "The Facts about Inter
collegiate Athletics at Boise State

University," which was written after

the State Board discussions.

Economically, Bleymaier said

percent this summer, and may face

"Athletics is a fantastic investment for

year.

Bleymaier said the athletic depart

State Board of Education again

for the state, provides

even deeper cuts later in the fiscal
In making the summer cuts, the

any i n s t i t u t i o n." To i l l u s t r a t e ,
ment generates

525,000 in sales tax
1500,000

brought to a boil an issue that has

worth of publicity and exposure for

athletics at Idaho's stale-supported

employment picture by hiring over

heen simmering for years...the role of
universities.

In question is the importance of

athletics at a time when academic

programs and faculty are being cut.
"Because of the overall budget

situation and as the total amount of

dollars for education declines, the
percentage of mone$' going into

the university, and helps the local

200 people during football games
and 100 people for basketball.

For football alone, the Chamber of

Commerce estimates that 51.2 mil

lion is pumped into the local econ
omy, Bleymaier said.

All of that would be in jeOP.Ordy,

he speculated, if the school dropped

athletics becomes more of a con

to Division II because fans wouldn't

Hay in a FOCUS interview.

competition and because television

cern," said State Board member Janet
"The mission of our institutions as

written in law concerns academic

programs...the Bq_ard is obligated
under law to protect those pro
grams," she said.

In June, the Board asked state uni

be so eager to see a lower level of

exposure would be more limited.

"Division II could probably cost

more and require more state funding

because the revenues produced are
much less, yet the cost per sport is

about the same as Division I," he said

versity presidents to consider reduc

in the report.

budget t.-uts in July, SCYeral hoard
members suggested the Idaho

fewer Division II schools . in the area,
which would requite evm more
travel by BSU teams. In short, he

competition, which requires partici

eliminating two sports would not

ing athletics by 25 percent. Then at
an emergency meeting to approve

schools drop to Division II level

pation in six sports, and is a notch
below their present Division IAA sta

tus, which requires eight spohs.

Those suggestions set the scene for

In addition, he said, there are

summarized that the savings from

make up for the increased travel and

loss of gate revenue.

Idaho's schools seem to be safe

appropriated funds are budgeted for

ing to budgc:t cuts from last summer,

cent, while athletics were asked to

is used to pay coaches' salaries. The

than those on the academic side.

pointed out.

But in the meantime, they are adjust

tional, entertainment, public rela

which in BSU's case went deeper

tions, and fund-raising values of

Statewide, about Sl.8 miUion in

other departments had to make cuts

a defense of athletics by the state's

presidents, who cited the eduac

"In the most recent reductions, all

from the drop to Division II for now.

amounting to approximately

cut over

4.3 per

11 percent," Bleymaier

athletics.The

1513,000 BSU receives

remainder of the athletic depart
ment's

52.1 million budget, which

comes comes from student fees, gate
receipts, and booster contributions,
pays for operating expenses and

travel.

Because of the recent

152,000 cut,

Bleymaier said BSU's teams will cut
down their travel, salaries of the

assistant athletic director and ticket

manager will shift to "local" funds,
and budgets for recruiting and
equipment will be reduced.

"Athletics is being singled out not

because it receives too much money,

but because it is visible. It is precisely

that visibility which makes athletics

valuable to the university and why it

should not be cut.more than other
departments," Bleymaier said.
Hay disagrees.

"Athletic departments have other

sources of revenue. Athletics can be

cut more than academic programs

that have no other source of

revenue," she said.

With state budgets still very tight,

the debate over athletics is likely to
continue.

"The Board realizes it can't ...

'bang'-pull out state aid without caus
ing problems. But there will be

undoubtedly be pressure to with

draw more state funds, especially as

funds grow shorter and there is no

prospect of a tax increase," Hay said.
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Barnes back
Memories of

a

president

about things, if I didn't know, I'd find out.And they
were good answers not finesses. I am not always
sure that the state legislature gets that kind of direct
gospel from everybody and I hope I built a little
credibility. I think it took some of the edge off that
we needed it and we needed it now, because in
large measure we truly did need it and need it now.

Dr. John Barnes, BSU president from 1967-77,
was back on campus for the school's Founders'
Week activities Sept. 24-26. In this FOCUS Inter
view, Barnes talks about BSU and his role during
the dynamic 10 years he was president.

You had a reputation as a president who was
very good at getting buildings built. How do you
feel about that reputation?

When you were hired In 1967, Boise College
was about to enter the state system of higher
education. What did that mean for the school?
Well, it certainly meant that we could begin to
meet the needs of the Treasure Valley, where they
desperately needed a four year school. It also meant
adequate funding of the instructional program tbat
chiefly beneftis the students. It also meant the lifting
of the ceiling of expectations that the public had.
When you go into the state system you are not
stooped over under a low ceiling, and so it gave us
some new things to look forward to.

·

How was the new state school received by the
legislature at first?
_

I think the legislature received the new school
quite well. After all they voted to do it.It was not a
heavy state board recommendation, it was a legisla
tive enactment.
I think the legislature was a little surprised at the
growth in the first five years, and I was too. I think
everyone was But they received us well.
In fact, my total recollection of ten years of deal
ing with the legislature leaves me with the feeling
that there never was a year in which the legislature
didn't treat us quite well ... and as I hung around
year after year and met more and more members of
the legislature from around the state, I found they
quickly regarded us as an important one of the three
school system.

Dr. John Barnes, BSU president 1987-77

.

What were your goals when you were hired?
What did you hope to accomplish?
Well, those were to direct.what was inevitably a
growing institution, and to direct it in terms of long
range planning. We had immediate responsibility of
wisely setting a course for the new degrees and new
majors as well as planning ahead for the inevitable
growth. I take no credit for the growth of the uni
versity.I think that was truly inevitable, but meeting
the challenge of the growth was quite a task, and I
am not sure I did all those very well, but I did a few
of them.
As we entered the state system, there must
have been many things. that needed done. How
did you prioritize those needs?
Well, you took some of the indigenous programs
that were very expanding in nature and you tried to
meet those needs first.Rarely were we able to lay
out the total needs of the institution and, in any year,
achieve those needs. So you just had to backlog
those and work annually.
During your tenure at Boise State ·w e joined the
Big Sky Conference and became a league pow
erhouse In football. Just how Important were
athletics to the school?
I must admit that I enjoy competition and I have
been, through a major part of my life, a competitor
by nature.I enjoy being around people who com
pete, who struggle and set objectives and try to get
them achieved. And I think a lot of people are that
way. I am talking about the cab drivers that were out
at the airport last night when I arrived and I am talk
ing about the business people, working women, col
lege students, many people.

.

I regard athletics as competition; an opportunity
to expose people vicariously and emotionally with a
very needed thing. I think if I were setting a list of
things that every college graduate should be mea
sured by, it wouldn't necessaril y be their level of
mathematics, or SCience of English or whatever.All
those things are c�rtainly basic, but it would be how

It is an accurate one, just superficial. It is a head
liner kind of statement.You don't build buildings
because you enjoy buying brick from somebody; that
is really not a lot of fun.But, you build buildings
because students and faculty need them and they
become the manner in which you implement the
educational program.
I can recall when I first arrived, business, education, psychology and several of the science. depart
ments were offices in the old Administration Build
ing. That was disreputable, absolutely disreputable.
You knew that good faculty and good students
couldn't really function well, and if you are going to
try to improve the quality of instruction and get
good use out of the talent you had, you had to be
given the tools. Buildings and equipment become
the tools of instruction.
I was aware that the headliner thinkers were mak
ing that statement. I had the eternal hope that they
would get below the surface and see what they were
for.

good a person _is in terms of appreciating and want
ing to participate in anything that is competitive. I
think if I found a non-competitor, I wouldn't gradu
ate him.
I think in a wholesome way the three universities
competed with each other in about every thing. We
have competed for good faculty, our students com
peted with each other in every way from debate and
speech contests to creative writing competitions,
and that is beautiful. I can't think of a worse world
than one that is placid and comfortable and
non-competitive.
And the competition for state appropriations?
Very competitive, and this is a common thing. I
·have never been in a state in which institutions of
higher education didn't compete with each other for
money. That is just the way higher education is. If
you think of public education, that is just the way it
is. I think we did not understand that widely in
Idaho when Boise State University came along, but
that is common; that is normal.
Some people have said your job style was
often too aggressive, that at times you pushed
too hard.
·

When one or two people, or maybe a hundred or
two, have said that to me, I always say to them "You
name me one thing that was accomplished in my ten
years here that was not needed, unkindly, untimely,
or extravagant." In another words, name me one
program that we developed, one degree we deve
loped, that was not needed, not used, not made into
a quality program. You name me one facility that was
not needed."
Now most people wind up saying "Golly, I never
thought of it that way." And my reaction to that is
"Undo competition should be defined as competi
tion that led to no fruitful objective. And, I am asking
you, were there any unfruitful objectives? And you
are saying 'no,' so my answer to that is ... then we
did not have undo competition."
I think a lot of people were surprised that we
achieved some of the funding objectives for salaries,
for equiment, for buildings, and for a lot of things.
But I believe if you were to ask half a dozen legisla
tors who were keystones in that era, they would
probably tell you that Barnes was a very direct guy
who had an awfully good work book, who had the
facts right there, who never tried to hide very much,
and who really never stopped until he had you
pretty well convinced.
And any time they asked me direct questions

How would you define leadership, especially
as It relates to higher education?
Well, humorously and I think a serious question
like that deserves a little humor, maybe. Leadership
is an ability to make wise decisions in the absence of
sufficient knowledge.That is what leadership really
is. Regardless of how many people you have to tap
and how many computers are at your disposal, in the
final act of making a decision, leadership is the abil
ity to act wisely without sufficient information. We
lead always without having as much certainty as we
really like to have.
Because Boise State was so new, was it more
difficult to administer than older, more estab
lished schools?
In a way, it might not have been more difficult,
but easier for a relatively new institution. There's
nothing worse than having a bureaucracy all built
up, where everything is cut and dried and everybody
knows where they're going and it's a perfect ant hill,
just a perfect ant hill. Nothing is worse than that.
I think some older institutions do spend a lot of
time looking back instead of looking at now and the
future. I can tell you, for sure, that we attracted
some of the fine faculty that this university has right
now because they saw potential.They knew the
inevitable result of a dynamic, new, shaping kind of
institution and they were the kinds of people who
just wanted to be a part of that. And, man, when you
found somebody like that, whether they were man,
woman or child, you tried to employ them. And
that's what you need.
As buildings were built and programs added,
did your role as president change during your
last years here?
To some extent, yes it did, but it gave us a respite
to do more work internally and to look at quality
and assesm
s ent and not be rushing about to achieve
something that some group of people needed. So, it
was a good change of pace and I think I enjoyed
those couple of years about as well as the other
more hectic ones.
Looking back, what was your biggest
accomplishment?
I think it would be the fact that all of �e curricu
lar degree programs that we developed were quickly
accredited and regarded nationally as quality pro
grams. I think I'd �my greatest achievement was
enjoying the fact that the things we implemented
were recognized nationally for their quality.
17
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Geologist's pilgrimmage
Wilson studies Austrian glaciers

Mountains as a critical watershed.

By Anna Wagner
BSU News Services

Coming from an area so abundant in water, the

Austrians didn't realize the extent of the problems

caused by water shortages in tbe American West,

Boise State Universityprofessor Monte Wilson

took a geologist's version of a pilgrimmage to Mecca

Wilson said.

iers in the Alps for a year of research.

America during the next few years. One student cur

He expects several of his students to visit North

last year when he traveled to the world's classic glac

rently in the process of completing his doctoral pro

It was, as he simply describes it, "the experience
of a lifetime."

gram plans to accompany Wilson on several North
American field expeditions next summer.

Wilson recently returned from a sabbatical leave

Wilson is also assisting, via correspondence, two

to Austria where, as the recipient of a Senior

Fulbright-Hays grant, he was able to experience first

Austrian students working on their English masters

about.

majors.

Rocky Mountain glaciers of North America, he had

( 11 ), accompanied him on the family's first trip to

ity to study there.

tional, for they took advantage of every opportunity

theses. Both students are double English-geology

hand the mountains he had previously only read

Wilson's wife Helen and sons, Dale ( 12) and Tim

While Wilson had done extensive research on the

Europe. The occasion was both enjoyable and educa

never been to the Alps and jumped at the opportun

to travel.

During the warm months of August and Sep

Enroute to Austria in the summer of 1981, they

temher 1981, Wilson and other geologists con

visited the British Isles and the Scandinavian coun

ducted studies on nine different glaciers in the Aus

tries. During the school year they resided in Obem

trian Alps.

dorf, a small village about eighteen �lometers from

tO one project Wilson and Dr. Heinz Slupetsky of

Salzburg. From this central location, the family went

the University of Salzburg studied changes in the

on weekend outings throughout Europe, Greece,

glacial ice of the eastern Alps.

Turkey and Egypt.

According to Wilson, this particular investigation

In February, during the semester break, the Wil

revealed that the glaciers are advancing, slowly hut

sons spent a month in the Soviet Union and the east

surely, and that they have been doing so for the past
In addition to its scientific significance, the Slu

em block countries ofYugoslavia, Hungary, Romania
and Czechoslovakia. This past summer, on their way

information regarding a nearby hydroelectric power

and several other Mediterranean countries, as well as

twenty years.

back to the United States, they traveled to France

petsky study provided area residents with valuable
plant.

Iceland.

source was a small lake fed hy the summer run-off of

only after they had been enrolled in school for

"The kids really loved Austria," said Wilson, "but

As Wilson pointed out. the community's power

awhile and had learned enou!Zh German to get them
by." Despite their lack of background in the German

melting glaciers. Because fluctuations in glacial ice

directly affect the amount of water that is stored and

language, both boys did quite well in school, accord

released. residents could benefit from the long term

ing to their father.
For Wilson, one of the most fascinating sites was

glacial forecasts contained in the study, he said.

Wilson's own research dealt with glacial epochs of

Tauern Mountains of the east Austrian Alps. With the

the limestone Caves in France, which he would have
missed seeing had it not been for his wife.

and Germany, he sc:t out to interpret the: area's his

caves because of their famous prehistoric drawings,"

erosional forms.

limestone cave you've seen them all. How wrong I

the Stuhach Valley and was conducted in the Hohc:

"My wife, being an artist, really wanted to see the

assistance: of fifteen graduate: students from Austria

Wilson said. "I kept thinking, when you've seen one

tory of glaciation hy studying old glacial deposits and

was! Those caves were truly outstanding and turned

One: of the tasks involved "coring" trees in the

timhc:rline zone to examine the annual growth rings

which serve: as climate: indicators.

"We disc:ovc:rc:d that some: of the: trees dated from

thn.·c: hundred years ago. and this allowed us to

make: some important comparisons between the

trees and the glaciers as climate indicators," he said
As a r<.-sult of the study, Wilson was ahle to estab

lish the: chronology of the: area's gladal history for

Monte Wilson gets ready for another trip Into the heart of
the Austrian Alps to study glaciers.

relationship at a distant and subdued level was a
practice foreign to Wilson.

He did, however, try to develop a more relaxed

repartee with his graduate students. The class spent

out to be much more interesting than I ever

imagined."
Being able to conduct his research and travel as

he did was a personal and professional highlight for
Wilson.

"After having read volumes about those places, I

finally had the opportunity to experience them first

hand," Wilson said. "Visiting so many of the classical

the last tc:n thousand years.

quite a bit of time on out-of-class excursions and

field trips to many of the outstanding geological and

geological sites stepped up the pulse rate of this

and studied, is noted for its excellent mountain

geographical sites and institutions in the region-an

geologist; it's hard to explain how impressive they

activity not typical in Austrian universities, according

really are."
Although the Fulbright award provides recipients

The: llniveristy of Salzburg. where Wilson taught

research h1horatory.

"This was th� first time: I had conducted a study of

this nature and �·ope: with such modern facilities,"

to Wilson.

"I think the students enjoyed the change of pace

·

with an allowance for travel and living, it is by no

and the different style of teaching and int�raction,"

means able to cover all the costs involved in such a
project. Wilson stressed that this study would not

the study site."

the less formal arrangement."

which permitted him to travel to additional geologi

lectured from October to July as a visiting professor

and professional groups, including �he Austrian

said Wilson, who is accustomed to "roughing it in

the middle of nowhere and hiking for miles to reach
In addition to conducting tic:Id research. Wilson

Wilson said. "I certainly felt more comfortable with
While in Austria, Wilson also lectured to social

at the University of Salzburg. He taught two classes

Society of Professional Geologists and Geographers.

German.

and civic groups. The most popular discussions

level course entitled "Regional Geology of North

tains and the Mount St. Hc:lens volcano, areas that

each semester. lecturing in hoth English and

During the fall semester he instructed a junior

America" and an introductory course on Rod:y

Mountain geology. In the spring. he taught a gradu

ate levc:l class in gladal landforms and processes. as
well as another introductory n>Urse on national

His lc:ctures were well received by both students

appeared to he those concerning the Rocky Moun
Wilson has studied extensively.

"The Austrians tend to have a television image of

America with which I strongly disagree," said Wil

son. "For my students who thought that urban cen

have been possible without the sabbatical from BSU
cal areas and to take his family along.

Wilson was one of five American professors and

35 graduate students in Austria as Fulbright-Hays

scholars. According to Wilson, Fulbrights are

awarded to promote international understanding
through the exchange of people, ideas and

friendships.
He says the study and travel had a great impact on
his effectiveness as a teacher and researcher.

"A teacher can lecture for hours on end about a

certain landform and never know how students are

parks and monuments in North Amerka.

ters were the only thing between NewYork and

ment for Wilson. His manner of lecturing, for exam

came as a big surprise."
For Wilson and his students, the mountains served

picture is worth a thousand words."

my work in the Rocky Mountains and Alaska because

forever valuable to me as an educator," he said.

The Austrian university !>')'Stem was a big adjust

ple, was greatly affected.

"At BSU I am a casual lecturer. working mostly

from an outline and going with the flow of the class

Disneyland, an introduction to the Rocky Mountains

as a point of affinity. "People were fascinated with

room," he said. "There, I had to work much harder

they could relate to comparisons between our
mountains and glaciers and their mountains and

ture in German for some of my courses."

glaciers." he said.

another notable difference. Addressing students by

interest concerned the arid regions of the western

and prepare my lessons in detail since I chose to lec
The formality of the European schools was

their last names and keeping the student-teacher

responding,'' Wilson said. "But put a few slides on

the projector and discuss some of the specifics about
what you did and what you saw while there, and a
"The experiences that I brought back will be

Another topic which stimulated a great deal of

United States and the importance of the Rocky
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Gene splicing
Tampering with natu·re?

plants as an example.

By Jocelyn Fannin
BSU News Services

"To take an isolated gene from a human cell or a

A new era of genetic engineering- the cutting and

splicing of the DNA molecule, the carrier of

heredity-has opened up more moral and scientific
questions, according to Dr. Earle Davie and Dr. Gil

bert Omenn, two University of Washington scientists

who visited Boise State Sept. 22-23 to lead a confer

ence on genetic engineering.

The conference was sponsored by the BSU School

of Health Sciences and the University/Community
Health Sciences Association.

plant cell, then grow that into other cells, that's
what we mean by cloning-replicating in large
quantities," Davie said.

"There can be many practical applications of clon

ing. We'll have the opportunity to produce hor

mones. We can develop interferon and vaccines
against herpes and other sexually transmitted dis
eases," Omenn said.

The two agreed that the cloning of a human being

is not a forseeable possibility, in spite of the recent

publication of In His Image, a book purporting to be

"The most appropriate and timely question is

whether eventually we might put genes in people

that might do more harm than good," Davie said.
"To try to help people who are not well is our

basic responsibility, and genetic engineering is a ter

rific way that science can benefit the community,"

he said.

"When you know very little about something, you

always have a fear of the risk," Davie said, remember·

ing rising hysteria in the U.S. several years ago about
the prospects of genetic engineering

experimentation.

.

.

Guidelines at that time were drawn up by scien

tists at U.S. universities and many schools abroad.

"The sdentific community took those guidelines

seriously, but as we gained more and more informa

tion, we found the original guidelines weren't neces

sary," Omenn said.

an account of such a cloning, and later proved a
hoax.

"The difficulty of cloning a human being would be

extraordinary; the practical application miniscule,"
Omenn said.
And both were opposed to the recent advertise

ment of sperm banks, claiming to produce extremely

intelligent offspring because of the I.Q.'s of the

donors, calling such "baby banks" a "shame and a

fraud."
"I guess the biggest question is 'Should we really

be making changes in genetic structure? Should we
change the way people are?' " Omenn said.

"Many think of it as tinkering with the Lord's way,

but this shows a lack of understanding of how much
change there is all the time," Omenn said.

"I hold another view. I think with evolution and

the workings of the Good Lord, we are here with

"This has to be the rule of a civilized society.

Scientists are still very careful about this, very cau
tious. But the potential benefits to man are fabu

lous," Davie said.

The two talked about genetic engineering prog
ress in research· to develop vaccines for hepatitis and
herpes, production of human insulin, and the hopes

of developing plant resistance to disease.

"We're thinking not only in the pharmaceutical

but in agriculture, which may well be one of
the biggest areas where genetic engineering will be
beneficial," Davie said.
area,

"In agriculture we hope to introduce genes into

specific crops to make them more resistant to such

marvelous capabilities. We should use those capabil

of such modem techniques of observing and diag

"It's all part of the need for continuing medical

centiosis and ultra-sound photoscopy, Omenn said,

ing people who were ill," Davie said.

encouraged and required to continue their medical

born with Down's Syndrome, for example.

education-that's a very good thing. Otherwise you
lose out very quickly," Davie said.
"Most physicians in practice have had very little
genetics in school. There is still this absolutely

wrong notion among physicians that genetic diseases
are very rare, or you can't do anything about them

useful in pharmaceutical and agricultural ways,"

with the formation and dissolving of blood clots. In

in bacteria, and development of the human growth

nosing the human fetus with such tools as amnio

"The question really is whether or not it is immoral

sized in major medical centers. Physicians should be

anyway," Omenn said.

Davie said. He cited the production of human insulin

Of the morality of genetic counseling and the use

education. Genetic engineering should be emph3-

things as pests, salt, chemicals, and environmental
pollutants," Omenn said.

"We have isolated genes to make products that are

treatment."

ities wisely," Omenn said.
"We decided that long ago when we began treat

"One good example is the major problem facing

physicians in the U.S. of understanding and dealing

one way or another, the clotting factor is associated
with cardiovascular diseases and kills more than 50

to have an abortion if a child is defective, if it will be

"I'm personally involved in genetic counseling,"
Omenn said, "and I think the couple involved should
both have the decision. We owe it to the family to

assist them in identifYing questions about the future

of that child, but they have a right to form their own
opinions."
Omenn is also involved in regular medical testing,

and studies the interaction between genetic traits

and what environmental effects may produce genetic
defects, some of which may be found in the home or
work environment.

"Some people-babies, the elderly-are more sus

hormone lacking in some children.

percent of the U.S. population," Davie said.

ceptible to the effects of their surroundings. We

your Boise State football team loses a game because

understand the pathways by which blood clots," he

when we're looking at people in groups, taking a

"It presents a very interesting public problem. If

its players are too small, what are the hazards, the

consequences of giving team members the growth
hormone? What regulations should there be?"
Omenn asked.

"For years we've been trying to make interferon, a

protein produced when there is a virus infection.

Interferon is extremely useful in preventing the clin

ical effects of viral infections, and it may be effective

in treatment of viral induced cancers," Davie said.
"We've found that recombinant DNA techniques

make it possible to fish out the gene, and work
toward synthesizing interferon is moving rapidly," he
said.

"Gene splicing is in many ways going on natu

rally," Davie said, citing tumors that have formed in

Theatre Departm'ent
Shakespearean and Neil Simon comedies, two stu

dent productions, a dance concert and a Bertolt
Brecht drama are all scheduled by the BSU Theatre.
Arts Department this year.
Simon's whimsical comedy Barefoot in the Park

will be staged in the BSU Special Events Center Nov.

3-6.
Dec. 3 and 4, Theatre Arts students will produce a

show, with a second student production planned
May 5-6. Both will be in the Subal Theatre.

Mistakes and Flops, a dance concert, will be Dec.
·

Brecht's poignant drama of the struggles of the 30

Years' War, Mother Courage and Her Children will
be in the ·Special Events Center Feb. 23-26

know that smoking is one of the biggest factors

said. "If you cut your finger, what happens?"

major public health approach to medicine.

in the blood.· Although the population needing

"Major companies are investing very substantially
now in genetic engineering, and in our departmt.11'lts,

the price of that treatment is unbelievable," he said.

in all biology studies, the interest in genes is the
highest I've ever seen in students," Davie said.

cesses, we're just beginning to identity the genes

dents are studying genetic engineering. How long

"We're studying applications for the cloning factor

treatment for clotting factors is not a large group,
"Now that we've begun to understand the pro

responsible for four or five clotting factors, and we

hope to find what turns them on and off in the next
few years," he said.

·

"We study the effects of the environment on the

genes," Omenn said. "This leads us to questions of

."Perhaps as many as half of all our entering stu

this romance with our field will last, it's hard to tell,
but it is very strong now," he said.

"A scientist is a very lucky individual to have the

thrill of discovery. It's a personal thrill that just can't

public health, internal medicine, genetic counseling

be equalled. I hope that can continue. From that
emerges the new wave of biology," Davie said.

medicine in proper diagnosis and modem

"Those things that have been great discoveries
came by accident," he said.

and pre-natal diagnosis-the whole application of·

April 20-23 the department will stage Twelfth

Night, William Shakespeare's comic tale of tangled

entanglements, in the Special Events Center.

sets 82-83 season

10-11 in the Special Events Center.

"We've spent the past 10 years or more trying to

G-ift bazaar Nov. 5-6
A "Gifts for All SeasOns" bazaar sponsored by the
BSU Faculty Wives and Women will be held Friday

and Saturday, November 5-6, in the Boisean Lounge
of the Student Union. Sale hours will be 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Friday, and 10 a.m.-4 : 30 p.m. Saturday.
This is one of several activities undertaken by the
Faculty Wives and Women throughout the year to
raise money for the BSU Scholarship Endowment,
according to event coordinator Nancy Keppler.

Keppler said the bazaar will be run on a consign

ment basis, with participant donors receiving 80

percent of the sale and 20 percent of the proceeds
going to the scholarship fund.

Items to be featured include quilted and hand-knit

articles, knick-knacks for the home, Christmas oma·

ments, carved wooden items, pottery, sculpture, art

work, dried flower arrangements, and other decora
tive gifts.
"We expect that items in the S5 to S25 price

range will be the most popular sellers," she said.

Students, faculty, staff, alumni and community are

invited to bring their wares and need not be present

during the bazaar as there will be plenty of club
members to oversee the event, according to

Keppler.

The club hopes to get a jump on the other annual

holida� bazaars by holding their event early in the

season and by scheduling times that are convenient

for both students and the public.

For further information, contact Dorothy Albert

son 343-2633, Vivian Macken 362-1034, or Pat Bul
lington 344-1757.
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Stay tuned
'Soap' writer keeps viewers guessing

•

far in advance, Anderson said.
Earlier this year, enraged fans picketed the
Burbank studio where the show is taped to protest
the supposed death of a favorite character. They
were told to stay tuned. As it turned out, the charac
ter in question was alive; her tWin sister was dead.
In that case, the story had been plotted six months
in advance and already had been taped, so viewer
reaction had nothing to do with the ultimate out
come. That doesn't mean the show ignores its view
ers, however.
"If you get enough negative reaction to something

you're doing, you really do analyze what you're
doing," Anderson said.
Soap operas have evolved over the years and now
concentrate more on plot than on simple love rela
tionships. The major shift came when daytime dra
mas expanded from a half-hour-long format to an
hour-long format.
"There's such stiff competition from other shows
that you can't just get by," Anderson said.
"Days of Our lives," which revolves around the
trials and tribulations of the Horton clan, generally
appeals to an older audience. The sho·w's writers are
trying to capture a younger audience by injecting
new blood into the cast.
"We're hoping to have six to eight high school
and college-age people in the cast soon," Anderson
said. "Who wants to look at a 48-year-old man kiss
Sheri Anderson holds the fate of dozens of people
in her hands. With a stroke of her pen across paper

to mirror society, not to lead it, Anderson said.
"When you go beyond any realm of reality you

she can pit families against each other, destroy long

really spoil what a soap opera is all about, so we try

standing romances, or eliminate people through

not to go too far beyond reality," she said.

mysterious illnesses or murder.

Some daytime dramas have gone too far afield in

Her actions can prompt others to write long,
impassioned letters of protest and to sit quietly in
front of thdr tc:levision sets with tissues in hand.
Anderson, a former waitress and public relations

their storylines and have lost viewers because of it.
"Complaints have been happening in the last year
since "General Hospital's" wonderful freezing of
Port Charles," Anderson said, referring to that

consultant, is an associate head writer for NBC-lV's

show's storyline about a weather-control device and

daytime drama "Days of Our Lives" and a former wri 
ter for ABC-lV's "�neral Hospital." She was in

the diabolical people behind it.

Boise last month to open BSU's 1982-83 Writers and

sorts of science fiction possibilities," Anderson said,

Artists Series.
One of four writers for "Days of Our Lives,"
Anderson develops long-term storylines and timeta
bles, works on outlines for future episodes and
writes two episodes a week.
"You have to he: extremc:ly well-organized in your
head as to what characters know and do," said And
erson, who won an Emmy Award for her writing on
"�ner-.11 Hospital." "You have to consider what you
know, what the audience knows and what the char
acters know."
"Days of Our lives," now in its 17th year, strives

A robot storyline on "Days of Our lives" has "all
but they wouldn't be appropriate for a daytime soap
opera.

ing a 46-year-old woman?"
Unlike some soap operas, the popular NBC show
limits the use of ceiebrities, because viewers tend to
concentrate on the familiar faces and not on the fic
tional characters of the plot.
Anderson began her career as a daytime dramatist
on "Days of Our lives," her favorite soap opera. She
wrote for the show for 2-1/2 years, then was fired.
After a two-year hiatus from scriptwriting, she joined
the staff of "General Hospital" and stayed there for
2-1/2 years. She left the show during a writers' strike
and later rejoined "Days of Our lives."
While at "General Hospital," Anderson wrote the
controversial rape scene between the characters
Luke and Laura.
Anderson has some practical advice for students

"Everything we do is within the realm of reality,
including Gene being psychic," she said.
Gene is a bumbling but endearing character who

who aspire to be writers:
"I would suggest living, really getting out there
and taking an extra year or two years to really expe

has psychic powers. He originally was slated to

rience what's going on around you and not just sit

appear in one episode, but his role was expanded

home and study and bury yourself in books."

after viewers let the network know how much they

"You can't just work when you're writing a soap
opera. You have to have time, even if it's only a half

enjoyed him.
In general, viewer reaction rarely influences what
happens on the show, because scripts are written so

an hour or an hour a day, to at least get away from it
and see what's going on in the real world."

P�opleontheMove,�=�=��=�=��===��
COMMUNICAnON

HISTORY

Department

Dr. hunne McCortde attended the World
Future Association convention in August in
Washington. D.C.

"The Lyndon Johnson Admlnistratlons and the
Federal War on Subversion In the 1960s," a paper
prei&ented by Dr. Hll9fl Lovin to a National
Endowment for the Humanities seminar last
summer, has been accepted for publication In The
Presidential Studies Quarterly.

Berbera Bo,._n attended a six-week workshop
in modern dance technique-jazz, composition,
improvisation and music lor danc...-thls summer
at C8brillo College, Soquel, Calif.

MUSIC

Donald Oak" participated In a two-week
summer workshop In writing music drills and pro
grams for the Apple II microcomputer at North
Texas State University, Denton, Texas. In July he
attended a one-week conference on church music
at Pacific Lutheran University, Tacoma, Wash.
Karen Krout received her Ph.D. degree in line
arts at Texas Tech University Aug. 21. She taught

at Big Sky Music cemp sponsored by the Univer
'
sity of Montana at Flathead Lake July 18-24.
llhlvln

Shellon has been selected chairman ol

the Northwest Division

of the National Band Asso

ciation. the nation's largest organization tor band
directors. Shelton Is also serving as chairman lor
band affairs for the Northwest Music Educators
National Conference.

VIctor Chacon was the assistant director lor the
Boise Civic Opera production of roses Sept. 20

and Oct 2. Chacon also seng two roles in the
opera, that of the fugitive Ar.gelotti and also that of
Sciarrone, henchman to the opera's villain Scarpia.
Chacon will take BSU Opera Theatre students to
the National Opera Anoclatlon Convention In
Pullman, Wash. Nov. 9. At the convention, the

Opera Theatre will perform Act II from Mozart's
comic opera The MsrriaQe of Figaro.

"Christian Symbols in Military Motile on Con
stantine's Coinage;· an article by Dr. Chartes
1 �ahl , has been accepted lor publication In the
winter. 1982-83 edition of SAN: The Journal of the
Socie� for Ancient Numismatic•.
UNIVERSITY RELATIONS
l.any Burka'a article "Town-and-Gown Arts
Center" about Boise Stele and community com
bined efforts leading to the construction of the
Harry W. Morrison Center lor the Performing Arts,
was published in the September 1982 editlon ot
Music Educators Journal.
THEATRE ARTS
Stephen Buu was recently granted his docto
rate fom Washington Stele University after com
pleting his dissertation on "Military Theatre In the
West, 1860s to 1895."
Dr. Robert Ertcson will be on sabbatical leave
lor the fall semester.
Dr. William Shankwallar was a judge lor the
Miss Idaho Teen contest In July.

VOCAnONAL-TECHNICAL SCHOOL
Haalas and Bonnie Sumlef have
been appointed to the editorial and publications
and audit committees, respectively, of the Ameri
can Vocational Asaociation.

Dr. Donald V.

Dr. John A. Caylor, representing Idaho Governor
John v. Evans. attended a meeting of the Secretary
of Interior's advisory committee on the Lewis and
Clark Trail at Billings, Mont, Sept 11.

Dr. Chartes Lauterbach has been appointed
director of the Special Events Center, which will
now be under tha management of the Theatre Arts

Frank HelM directed student personnel provid

Ing services tor events In the Special Events Cen
ter this summer.
"Small-town Theatres in the 1930s and 40s" was
Dr. Robert Ericson's topic as featured speeker to
th'e Nati'on81'Assoc1ation of Theatre Owners at
their rer�ional conference in Boise Sept. 14.
ECONOMICS
·Dr: John Mitch.. was a featured speaker at the
Alpha Kappa Psi prolesslonal business fraternity's
1982 west central regional conference Oct 1-3.
Mitchell spoke on "Success: Spirit ot the 80s."
PSYCHOLOGY

Dr. Garvin Chaataln has recently completed
pre-publication reviews of introductory psychol
ogy textbooks lor MacMillan, Random House,

quet held In the Lookout Room of the SUB. Wing
conference· membenl from Idaho, Utah and Colo
rado attended.
ACCOUNTING
The National Association of Accountants
awarded certificates of merit to Drs. C. Milia Men,
and David F. Groebner for their article "Ethics and
the CPA in Industry," which waa published In the
September issue of Manar�amenl AccounllnQ.
ENGUSH

om. Bu1'111Mter. Alan Ctooka, Keith Groft,
Ja- Hadden, Dr. Chartae Lautertlac:h, Dr.
Helen Lojall, Dr. Ja- Mael*e and Glenn

� will all attend the seventeenth annual

meeting of the Western Uterature Association In
Denver, Colo. Oct 7-9.
Hadden, Lauterbach and Selander will be part
a symposium on "The Modem Westin Film."

Maguire will present papers on "Western Ameri
can Uterature and the Western'," and Peggy Pond
Church's 'Ultimatum lor Man'." Crooks will demon
strate the Menominee Indian ritual of the buffalo
robe.

Wadsworth and West Publishing companies.

EDUCAnON

MANAGEMENT

Dr. Phyllis Edmundson has been elected to the
Boise School Board.

Michael Blxby'a artlcle"The Use of Eminent
Domain in Commercial and Industrial Develop
ment What is a 'Public Use'?" has been published
in the Proceedings of the Pacific Northwest
Regional Meetings of the American Business Law
Associatlon.
Wayne Whlta acted as host on behalf of BSU's
aviation management program for a one-day Civil
Air Patrol Wing Conference Sept 18. The annual
event featured a series of timely topics for the par
ticipants, culminating with a special awards ban-

Dr. Norma Sadler's article "The Adult Leamer In
Transition: The College Students' Changing Pro
file" was published In the July Issue of the Journal
of the Nations/ Association of Co/lege Admisaions
Counselors.
Another article by Sedler, "The Appraisal Inter
view: Suggested Management Techniques for the
Evaluation

of Teachers"

has been accepted lor

publication by the National Association

=

of Secon 

dary School Principals for the NASSP Bulletin.
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From Canada
Tree symbc;»lizes friendship
A new tree symbolic of BSU's friendship with
Canada is taking root on the school's campus.
The Norway maple was planted Sept. 15 during a
two-day visit by Canadian officials to help launch a
Canadian Studies prograJll.
"I'm sure this tree will flourish along with the

common problems with the United States.
BSU already offers seven courses that will become
part of the Canadian Studies minor. Additional

courses will be added and the program could be

under way by next fall, Ourada said.
BSU is one of seven U.S universities that have

started new programs in Canadian Studies. In addi
tion, six universities offer Canadian Studies majors
and seven offer minors in the subject.

"Major institutions are picking up on it and Boise

State is right up there with them," Canadian Counsel
Helen Groh said.
To support Canadian Studies programs, the
Canadian government donates materials and pro

Canadian Studies program at BSU," Canadian
Counsel-General John Sharpe said at the ceremony
attended by BSU faculty and Boise Mayor Dick

vides faculty-enrichment grants that pay up to S 1500

Eardley, who proclaimed Sept. 15 "Canada Day" in
Boise.

for up to six months. The grants are awarded to
faculty members at U.S. universities and colleges for
research and to prepare them to teach courses about

The tree, donated by Cloverdale Nursery, was

.Canada.

planted in the quad between the School of Business

Groh, who handles public affairs and academic

and the Library by students in Marvin Gabert's con
struction management class.

relations at the Canadian Consulate in Seattle, said
her government encourages the United States to

On Sept. 14, Sharpe and BSU librarian Tim Brown
signed an agreement that made BSU a depository for

offer programs on Canada because "there is news of
interest to both countries."

all spoken word and musical recording produced by

"We're hoping the university (BSU) will train

Radio Canada International, an arm of the Canadian

decision-makers of the future to be knowledgeable

Broadcasting Corporation.

in things that concern the two countries, such as

Earlier this year, the library received an initial col

energy, the environment, acid rain and air pollution,

lection of 740 recordings of music, poetry, literature

management of fisheries and the 200-mile limit for

and social science materials.

Salmon fishing," she said.

"This is the sort of resource that never in a month

Groh has been a foreign service officer for the

of Sundays..w.ould we be able to afford," Brown said.

Canadian government since 1965. Her career has
taken her to Rhodesia, Trinidad, the Phillipines,

The recordings will supplement materials for the

Singapore and West Pakistan.

university's proposed Canadian Studies minor, a pro

Consul-General Sharpe and Groh were accompan

gram iniated by Dr. Patricia Ourada of the history
department and encouraged by the Canadian

ied on their trip to Boise by Consul F.D. "Don"
Martens, Consul and Senior Trade Commissioner J.E.

government.

"Ted" Cooper, Public Affairs officer Joy Daniels and

Ourada said Canadian Studies programs help fos

Cpl. AI Speevak of the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police.

ter a better understanding of "our good neighbor to
the north," which shares a common border and

Construction Mgmt
wins national honor
The BSU Construction Management Association

recently received a fourth place honorable mention
award in national student competition from the
Associated General Contractors of America (AGC).
According to construction management professor
and club advisor Marvin Gabert, this was the first
year Boise State has entered the Outstanding Student
Chapter Contest, sponsored annually by the AGC
Construction Education Committee for its 100 char
tered student programs.

"We are very proud of this achievement, consider
ing that our organization has only been in existence

for three years and is taking top honors alongside

such well-established, award-winning programs as
Arizona State Univesrsity and Texas A&M Univer

Canadian Consul John Sharpe

the program, Gabert believes that 20 percent partic
ipation is a pretty healthy average.
In addition to club recognition, the BSU Construc
tion Management Association is also known for its

upon such things as club projects, public service,
field trips, workshops and guest speakers.

BSU construction management students partici

pated in several projects and activities last yeai to
qualify for outstanding merit.
According to Gabert, the group's major accomp
lishment was the establishment of a construction
management scholarship fund in early 1982. Stu
dents solicited nearly S3000 from Idaho contractors
to provide the base for a scholarship fund.
Each year, the number of scholarships will depend
on the annual interest made and the additional
money contributed to the fund, said Gabert.
"The first BSU scholarship will be awarded some
time this school year and should be in the S300 to
S500 range," he said. "Although the-details are not
yet fully worked out, scholarship qualification will
likely include dub participation, academic standing
and financial need."
Another student project was the renovation of the
Magic Valley Ice Arena on Fairview and Wildwood.
Members also held both a spring and fall Grog-A
Thon to raise money for club activities and the
scholarship fund. These events consisted of an even
ing of entertainment and refreshments at the Basque
Center.
Currently, the organization has 20 dues-paying

members from a field of approximately 100 con

struction management majors. Given the newness of

a

teaching and research tool for advanced students.
Eventually, the university may undertake cooperative
research projects with private industry.

this spring. Dille, a junior, will receive Sl,500 per
year until he graduates.

to the geology department, more equipment and

Construction management major Lynn Dille, Eagle,
was awarded one of 44 national AGC scholarships

He is one of five BSU national scholarship recip

Although the new machine is a welcome addition

funding are needed to bring the laboratory up to
capacity, White said.

ients (three BSU recipients were named in 1979 and

one award was given in 1981)

·

.

According to Dille, the scholarship is based on
academics, initiative, leadership, industriousness and
goal achievement. He believes his work history was a

factor in his favor when the award was made.

''My eight years of experience in construction
demonstrated my interest in and commitment to a
career in the construction industry," Dille said.

Gabert says the AGC gives recognition to those
chapters with the best overall program of campus,

The geology department's laboratory will be built
around the new machine, which will serve as

student standouts.

sity," Gabert said.

chapter and community activities. Judging focuses

school.

Geology receives
new .equipment
BSU geology students and faculty have a new tool
that allows them to chemically analyze rocks and
other geological materials for the first time on
campus.
The Geology Department's purchase of an atomic

absorption spectrophotometer is a "beginning in

bringing the lab facility for this department up to
where it should be for the quality of our faculty, stu
dents and programs," said Dr. Craig White, associate
professor of geology.

The S17,000 instrument, bought before BSU made
budget cuts this summer, is a self-contained metal
unit that includes a cathode ray tube and a device to
measure chemical concentrations.
Analyses made by the machine can be used to
trace lava flows or to determine the geological his
tory of an area. Such analyses are used routinely by
industry to pinpoint deposits of copper, zinc, ore
and other economically important minerals.
Spectrophotometers and similiar instruments are
common at most medium to large universities and
are basic research tools necessary for any modem
geology department, White said.
In the past, BSU has relied on other universities
for chemical analyses. Now, students and faculty can
use more of their research grants at their home

BSU loses friends
Famed outdoor writer Ted Trueblood died Sept.

12 in Nampa.

Trueblood was the second person to receive the
President's Award for Western Life and Letters
which is given to those who have preserved the
spirit of the West through their writings or public

service. He received the honor in 1980.
Many of today's outdoorsmen grew up reading
about nature and the outdoors through Trueblood's
columns in Field and Stream magazine and other

fish and game publication-s.
He was also involved in conservation issues and is
credited with beginning the Idaho Fish and Game
Commission and the Idaho Wildlife Federation.
Trueblood was one of the key figures in the suc
cessful establishment of the 2.2 million acre River of
No Return Wilderness Area in central Idaho.
A Ted Trueblood Memorial Conservation Fund has
been established through the BSU Foundation, and
donations can be sent to the Foundation at 1910
University Drive, Boise, Idaho 83725.

Newhouse
Charles M. Newhouse, 75, a former trustee of
Boise State University Foundation, Inc. and chairman
of the board of the Bazaar Inc. department stores,
died Aug. 19 in a Boi� hospital after an illness.
At the time of his death Newhouse was still active
in Bazaar management. He joined the firm as a buyer
in 1934.
He had also been a president and director of the
Boise Chamber of Commerce, and was involved-in
various other civic organizations.

Brown
Charles 0. Brown, 81, a former head engineer at
Boise State, died Aug. 26 in a Boise nursing home.
Brown was employed at BSU for 31 years. He
retired in 1967.
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Founders' flashback
A look at the 50th anniversary celebration
Many people combined to make Founders' Week a success. On page 22,
from top, Is president Eugene Chaffee, who received recognition for his
service. Top right, one of the first faculty members, Camille Power, visits
with Jackie Cassell, assistant to president John Keiser. Below that photo Is
the cast from Chronicle of Excellence, and at bottom the music department
presents Its 50th anniversary concert.
On page 23, Mormon Tabernacle Choir director Gerald Ottley receives
applause. The choir Is at right, and famed folk trio Peter, Paul and Mary are
below.
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Photographs by Chuck Scheer

Founders' Week

·

You only turn 50 once.So, without showing
even the slightest sign of midllfe crisis or middle
age slowdown, Boise State University threw a
party ... a big party ... the week of Sept. 20-26
to celebrate the school's founding.
Four concerts, two plays, a Founders' Banquet,
and the Pavilion dedication were highlights of the
weekend that culminated nearly a year of anni
versary activities.
The Pavilion dedication ceremony Friday fea
tured the voices of the famed Mormon Taberna
cle Choir and the Instruments of Boise's own
Philharmonic in a joint concert. The event was
attended by over 8,000, who heard BSU presi
dent John Keiser dedicate the $17.5 million build
Ing that opened in May.
"Boise State University has had a focus, a
bright unmistakable theme-and the theme is
belief In man. You find it everywhere.You find It
In the years when Dr. Chaffee and the staff kept
our doors open by sheer will, hard work, and
unquenchable faith. You find It as Dr.Barnes and
the faculty struggled an_d sacrificed to Increase
opportunities for larger numbers of students and
met resistance al frequently as appreciation.
"You find It In one form or another In thou
sands of achievements and contributions, In
claurooms and buildings, and In the lives of stu
dents after they leave our campus," Kelnr said.
Past presidents Eugene Chaffee and John
Barnes were the guests of honor Saturday at the
Founders' Dinner.Over 180 friends of the two
presidents attended the dinner and Peter, Paul
and Mary concert that followed.
The Music Department then provided the acUv-

ltles for Sunday with a concert featuring the Mels
terslngers, University Singers, concert band, and
orchestra. Two original works composed specifi
cally for BSU's50th anniversary, Academic
Rhapsody by C. Griffith Bratt and Go/den Jubilee
by Mel Shelton, were performed by the combined
groups.

That evening was the premiere of another orig
Inal work for the50th anniversary, Chronicle of
Excellence, a play about BSU's history written by
theatre arts chairman Charles Lauterbach.The
play traced five decades of BSU history using 700
slides, songs, dances, and narraUon, and
'! lalogue.
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if
You are a reporter ...
We have appointed you as a reporter for FOCUS. Please send us news of yourself, your
brothers, sisters, cousins, aunts, uncles, children, parent�. friends--anyone who ever
:mended Boise State University. And, at the same time, include their current addresses.
Many thanks for covering this very special' 'beat'' for FOCUS. Send to FOCUS, Alumni
Office, Boise State University, Boise, Idaho 83725.
Name

-----

Address
City, State, Zip
Year Graduated

Major

__
______________
__
---:
----------------.
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